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Having money he had time. He
knew how to make love. And he
really wanted Nora probably because
she was sincerely Indifferent to him.
Mrs. Stanton was looking favorably
on Preston, the while saying that she
wanted her Nora to marry for love,
and was not In haste to lose her.
Preston understood her perfectly, but
was willing to play blind. If he got
Nora he was willing to pay her mother's way to the ends of the earth for
which she longed.
Meanwhile Maxwell Dunn stood
firmly in the exact center of the
friendship garden where Nora bad
planted him, while she shifted everything and everybody around him at
her own sweet will.
Besides Preston and Max there was
the college boy, Perry Polndexter,
who had haunted Nora all summer
and whom she had played as an angler
plays a gamey fish. He was handsome and dangerous enough to worry
Thomas Preston, which, so far as
Nora was concerned, was his only reason .for being! Finally she refused
him to the Indignation of Sam and to
the great gratitude of Perry's mamma
who had other plans for her son but
was glad to have him waste his summer on a girl who would not marry
him. Marriage was all she feared for
Perry.
The storm came. A trivial enough
matter precipitated It It was merely
a silly picnic on the other side of the
lake. ,They all went In motors and
nobody truly enjoyed It. The elaborate lunch was a nuisance, and the
heat was Intense.
Nora, with her gypsy brown of eyes
and hair and skin, her boyish length
and slimness, and her
friend, Elrna Horton, from the city for
the week end. She asked Max to look
after Elma and he did It with a vengeance. Everybody felt cross find
nervous, and the air was electric with
feeling.
Then came the storm a literal one.
The heat had been great all day, and
as evening closed a storm sprang up
so suddenly that the party was In a
sort tf dismay. The stragglers came
hurrying back under a sky fast growing purplish dark, and a cold wind
came from the lake. The men got
things Into shape with the greatest
alacrity Man, an old hand at the
game, leading. There was no shelter
In sight, and the only thing possible
seemed to be to get the curtains and
chains on the machines and make the
four miles to the nearest village.
They gathered everything hastily
together and got safely .started Just as
the rain came down In a sheet with a
wind that lashed It into every fold of
the curtains behind which the women
sat huddled and afraid. Some one
had to ride In a front scat and Elma
had elected to sit beside Maxwell
Dunn, who drove the first motor.
Preston managed the other. The
chauffeurs had been left at home.
The roads were full of twists and
turns and not too good and, with the
lightning and thunder,
the way
through the woods was full of danger.
Max saw this, and decided to get into
the open at the first chance and wait
until the wind was down, even If
everyone were soaked.
Signaling
danger with the horn, he succeeded In
stopping the car behind and his own
car Just In time for a rotten trunk to
fall full across the path, catching the
front end of his machine and pinning
him down.
He had Instinctively stopped the car
dead. Elma gave a scream and everybody began calling out. Preston and
Perry and Sam were down In a moment, but Max seemed stunned. A
branch had struck his head, blood
flowed over his face, and his legs were
held fast. Elma was wiping off the
blood with her white cloak and say-- 1
g not a word.
She put. her arms
around him while the men freed Mm.
At this point Nora came on the scene.
Preston ordered her back, but she
stood in the rain, her eyes on Elma,
and did not move.
The trunk, a small one, was lifted
oft in a moment, and Max sat up and
felt his face and tried to get out
and fell fainting.
five.

WEALTHORPOVERTY
in a
Adventure
Brought a Girl to Her
mal Senses.

How

Storm
Nor-

By LOUISE OLNEY.
A girl like Nora finds the world full
of men. She lets them buzz about the
rose of her enchanting sweetness until

by a more or less painful and protracted process of weeding out she
finds the one she wants to marry.
Meantime she plays the very mischief.
In the case of Nora there were three
men. The girl was taking time and
making trouble while she gradually
found out what she did not want. Her
mother, cold and calculating but wise
enough to pretend disinterested sentiment, watched the game and her diminishing bank account. Nora's marriage meant to her mother wealth or
obscure poverty. One must perforce
admire the sporting qualities of the
older woman in spending all that she
had to keep Nora in the midst of
things during the matrimonial haymaking season. This meant a cottage
at the lake, servants, a car, and pretty
dresses and entertaining.
Mrs. Stanton had been patient.
Nora was twenty-thre- e
and her
"chances" had been a matter of envy
with other mothers. She should have
But she dallied about
the edge of capture, coquetting as
naturally as flowers bloom and waters
run down hill and sun shines. The
sweetness of her ran riot. She did a
lot of hurting which made her sorry.
One by one she had sent hearts Into
the discard gently, with regrets. She
liked the hero to go out gracefully to
slow music after a story that had
taken Its artlstio course from acquaintance through friendship, to the
climax of love and to the end of
vanishment. Her lovers never turned
back to friends.
There Is one exception to this. Maxwell Dunn, her friend from childhood,
her schoolmate and companion, the
summer before, to his own surprise
and her mother's chagrin, became engaged to Nora. Mrs. Stanton liked
Max he was of solid family and
alone but for an o'ld cousin who kept
his good old country house. But he
wasn't rich. He simply was a rising
architect with a love for his work and
a tendency to enjoy life as he went
aloirg.
Money was not his main obj-
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It was after Nora had discovered
that she didn't really love Max enough
to marry him, after she broke the engagement gradually, weeping at how
It hurt htm, and asking him to be her
friend the same as ever that her
brother Sam, who looked at things

pretty much as they were, told a
story. He told It at the breakfast table and Nora wa Justly Indignant.
The story dealt with a tender-hearteTeuton, whc being obliged to cut off
his dog's tail, reformed the operation
an Inch at a time so the dog wouldn't
feel so badly about It. Sam seemed
to think the Ktory pointed a moral as
to Nora's method of dismissing a
lover. A younger brother has no sentiment except for motors and bulldogs and bis meals.
But Maxwell Dunn gave Nora the
surprise of her life and gained the
eternal gratitude of Mrs. Stanton. He
promptly accepted his dismissal and
relapsed into the friend he had been.
Nora was hardly able to believe It
She reluctantly concluded that he had
never ' really loved her. After this
she was her captivating
beBt, but
never again could she raise a glimmer
of love to bis face. He was everlastingly about the place a comfort and
a refuge In time of trouble, always
ready for the
the extra
girl or old lady, always
Ho didn't even mind Thomas Preston.
Thomas Preston was in the whirlwind lover clasB. He had dallied
about, sipping honey and torturing
hopeful mothers, until he was thirty- d

'
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FRANCE AIDED BY HERO'S KIN
Prevented MasSons of
sacre of Christians In Karek,
Near Jerusalem.
r

Is one to
The name of
conjure with In northern Africa, and
no small part of the French success
there Is due to the fact that his descendants are their friends.
A son and a grandson of the African
hero have Just been In Paris on a visit
to Premier Brland and other officials.
r

fair-haire-

"Bone snapped somewhere," commented Preston.
Nora flew at Max as they straightened him out a moment before lifting
him Into the back seat.
"Here," she said, "I will get in and
hold him. Nobody has a right to but
II The rest of you don't know do as
I say!" She was waiting to hold him
when they lifted him In, and again he
opened his eyes and straightened
and laughed.
"I'm all right nothing broken-J- ust
dizzy." He wavered for a moment against Nora's shoulder. "Steady,
dear, don't be alarmed. Are you
frightened T I'm all right!" But he
bad called her "dear! " She forgot the
rest of them.
The storm abated, and with much
fussing and fuming and planning they
all finally got under way again.
The whole affair was an adventure.
It was hardest on Thomas Preston, on
Elma Horton and on Mrs. Stanton.
She had always wanted too much
money. Nora knew that she had come
to her senses. She knew what she
wanted. The sight of another girl
wiping Max's face, supporting him,
was revelation to her. She could at
the moment have Blaln Elma.
Perry fell in love with a girl nearer
home, and Sam cherished his bull
pups and cultivated his brother-in-lato be.
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Wanted a Book to Match.
A clerk in a Chicago book store was
surprised, not long ago, when a young
lady came into the store and said to
htm: "I want to buy a present of a
book for a young man." "Yes, miss,"
said he: "What kind of a book do you
want?" "Why, a book for a young
man." "Well but what kind of a young
"Oh, he's tall and has light
man?"
hair, and he always wears blue neck-

ties!"
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Across the Water They Are Generally
Served With Green Peas, and
Combination la Delicious.

DE-

A HOT DAY.

fiaay to Make at Home, Provided the
Necessary Utensils Are at Hand,
and They Are Cheap and Eas- lly Procured.

A food drink of real nutritive value
and tempting appearance and taste 1b
the well made milk shake. It is a
lunch in Itself for a warm summer's
day, and Is always a satisfying beverage for one who is hungry and tired.
The home made milk shake is Just
as good as the one made by the very
best confectionery, if it 1b properly
made. To begin' with, if you would
be a past master in the art of shake
making, you must possess yourself of
a shaker. One of nickel plate that is
strong enough to stand hard shp.klng,
made with a screw cover and a little
spout through which the shake can
be poured into a glass, costs about
two dollars. The spout is covered
with a small tip which can be unscrewed, and this is fastened to the
top by a short chain which keeps it
from being easily lost. Shakers for
less than a dollar can also be bought,
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure Newsand they are quite as satisfactory for
paper Syndicate.)
making a good milk shake.
Easy Way Out.
For an egg milk shake, break an
August Belmont, apropos of the re- egg into the shaker, add flavoring and
vival of horse racing in New York, sweetening, half fill the shaker with
rich milk and shake vigorously, in
said the other day:
"There a good deal of cant end non- both hands, for three or four minutes.
sense talked against horse racing. It Pour it into a glass and fill it with
all makes me think ot a little Hemp- milk. If a plain milk shake is wanted, put flavoring, sweetening and milk
stead lad.
''This little lad's teacher set him the in the shaker and shake them together
by holding one hand over the top, the
following problem:
" 'If one horse can run two miles in other over the bottom of the shaker,
three minutes and ten seconds and an- and shaking vigorously from the elother can run two miles in four min- bows.
If vanilla or some other flavoring exutes and eight seconds, by how much
would the first horse beat the second tract is used, sweetening, either in the
e
form of granulated sugar or a sweet
race?'
In a
"The little boy returned this problem sirup made by melting sugar over the
unsolved, with the following explana- fire In Just enough water to boil it in
solution, must be used mith it. If a
tory note:
" 'Pa says that I must never have flavoring sirup is used that is generally sufficiently sweet
nothing to do with horse racing.'"
Chocolate sirup can be kept on
Washington Post
hand for making milk shakes.
To
make it, mix a third of a cupful of
May Grow Cork.
Supervisor Charlton of the Angeles cocoa with two cupfuls of granulated
national forest has begun an experi- sugar. Gradually add a cupful of boilment on a large scale with a view to ing water and let the mixture boil for
determining whether the cork trees five minutes. When It is cold add a
that flourish in Spain can be raised in teaspoonful of vanilla and a teaspoon-fu- l
of very strong coffee. This mixsouthern California. To that end he
has Just completed resetting 1,000 cork ture of flavors produces a delicate
trees, each about two feet high, in the taste, but the coffee can be omitted
country back ot San Bernardino, Cal. and twice as much sugar added inIn the same region thousands ot cork stead. About two teaBpoonfuls of the
sugar are needed for one glassful of
tree seeds have been planted.

Wipe each chop with a damp cloth
and trim oft any extra fat. Break an
egg in a saucer, add a tablespoonful
of warm water and beat with a fork
Just enough to break the stringiness.
Have ready a quantity of dried and
sifted bread crumbs. Cracker crumbs
are often used, but do not give as
crisp a crust Dip each chop in the
egg, lift up and drain for a moment,
then roll in the crumbs. Repeat until the chops are breaded.
In a
saucepan put a tablespoonful of butter,
f
of a teaspoonful each of
salt and sugar and
of a
teaspoonful of pepper.
Place over
the fire, and as soon as hot add one
quart of shelled peas.
Cover and
shake for two or three minutes, add
Just enough boiling water to keep
from burning and cook, adding a little
water as needed until tender. Have
a quantity of fat In a saucepan. Heat
until smoking hot Plunge in two or
threu chops at a time; in half a minute draw to the side of the fire and
cook more slowly. They should be
done in from five to eight minutes, according te the thickness of the chops.
Drain on unglazed paper. Heap the
peas in the center of a platter and
range the chops round.
one-hal-

one-quart- er

er

An easy way to polish solid silver
and plated ware is to rub the tarnished
places with a piece of raw potato,
dipped in common baking soda. This
Is quickly done and the silver does
not Incline to retarnlah so soon as with,
other polishes.
Try wiping the matting on bedroom
floors with a mop wrung out of salt
water, before sweeping. Rinse as
often as necessary to take up the dust
Then it requires only a moment to
sweep up and you have no duBt flying.
Socks and stockings should be
darned on the right side, so that the
smooth part of the mended place will
come next to the foot, thus preventing
Irritation.
It . is much better when cleaning
rugs or Brussels carpets to lay on the
grass right side down, beat thoroughly, then turn on to a clean place and
sweep well, as it does not wear them
so much as to whip them on a clothes
line.
A little vinegar in water will clean
and brighten windows better than
anything else.
When eggs are broken and can not
be used at once, remove from the
shell and keep
in a cool
milk.
It the milk shake made according place. This will prevent the yolks
to the directions already given proves from hardening.
s
too heavy, make it with
milk and
Bride's Cake.
apolllnarls water,
f
Cream
cupful of butter and
drawn ice cold from a siphon.
add gradually, while beating constantly, one and
f
cupfuls of fine
Curtain Straps.
Very dainty curtain straps may be granulated sugar; then add
f
made of a strip of filet net. Cut the de- cupful of milk alternately with two
f
cupfuls of flour mixed
sired length and fold the ends to form and
a point; also fold the net along the and sifted with three teaspoonfuls of
baking powder and
sides and secure it by a line ot
teaEmbroider a simple cross-stlto- spoonful of cream of tartar.
Beat
design down the center of the whites of six eggs until stiff and add
strip. At each end fasten either a to first mixture. Flavor with
f
teaspoonful of almond extract Bake
crocheted or buttonholed ring.
These net embroidered straps are In a moderato oven.
Cover with
very attractive when colors matching White
cream ' frosting.
Mountain
Decorate with ornamental frosting, or
the overhanging are used for the
The strips are lovely in all not, as you like.
white with a pattern in filet darning to
take the place of the cross-stitcpatPlums In Rice Border.
terns.
Cook the rice in milk until tender
and quite dry, adding a, pinch of salt
Ginger 8auce.
when it Is half done. Make It rather
Bruise one or two pieces of whole sweet with powdered sugar and pour
ginger, put them into a saucepan with into a border mold to set. When ready
three ounces of loaf sugar and a pint to serve turn it out carefully and fill
ot water and boll for several minutes, the center with very rich stewed
thn skim and strain the liquor. Mix plums, pour a little o the sirup over
a little arrowroot smoothly with a lit- the rice and heap whipped cream over
tle cold water, stir in the other liquor, the plums. The stones should be rereturn it all to the stewpan and stir moved from the fruit and the kernels
over the fir till thickened and boiling, simmered ten minutes in a little thin
when it is ready for the table.
sirup and then mix with the fruit
well-covere- d

two-third-

one-thir- d

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-fourt- h
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h

Driven to It.
"Wombat, I'd like to ask you a
question, if you won't get offended."
"Fire away." "Why do you spend bo
much of your time hanging around a
courtroom?"
"It's the only public
place where you can get away from
ragtime orchestras and cabaret features."
Device Stops Tall Switching.
To prevent a cow from switching
tier tail in the face of a person milk-

ing her a man has patented a chain
and' hook to hold her tall against one
leg.

Retort Courteous.
"Can you support my daughter, sir,
in the way to which she has been accustomed?" "I can, sir, but I'd hate
to be that mean."

one-hal-

cross-stltchln-

h

For Perfuming Handkerchiefs.
- Break up a quarter of an ounce of
covered from a wound received in ac- orris root and tie up in a piece of
muslin. Boll with the handkerchiefs
tion.
for a quarter of an hour, using about
three pints of water to a quarter ounce
- An Expert.
First Boarder I understand that of orris root. When dry Iron carefully
the landlady is to take a trip to the and you will find your handkerchiefs
will retain a delicate violet odor.
west.
Second Boarder Is that so? If the
Laundry Hint.
train would stop long enough at the
When washing dresses with patent
stations she could give the railway
on them, fasten them before
restauarant people some great polatii. fasteners
washing. This keeps the springs all
Puck.
right and saves time and trouble.

One was the Emir All, seventh son of French invasion, is actually a captain
who makes his home in in the French service, and has Just re-

Damascus; last year he went to Libya
to lend his Influence in the war
against Italy,
It was by him and his younger
brother, Omar, that a massacre ot
Christians was stopped a year ago in
Karek, near Jerusalem. For this they
received the Legion of Honor cross.
The other distinguished vUltor was
bis nephew, the Khaled, who makes
his home in Morocco, and instead of
siding with the Moors in repelling the

LAMB CHOPS, ENGLISH

COOL AND NUTRITIOUS
WELL-MAD-

NO. 24.
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Sorting Hose.
Take stockings when new and, with
a thread of contrasting color, put a
small mark in the hem of each, marking each pair differently. This will
save a great deal of time when sorting pairs after being laundered.
Iron Rust on Linen.
When linen becomes rusted from
the iron, oxalic acid and hot water
applied before washing removes the
stains. After using the acid rinse the
linen a few times, which leaves the
linen beautiful and white.
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Money Invested In a good vacation
la well spent
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Somebody should provide a vaccine
tor sunburn and freckles.
Duck suits would be better if they
were oiled the way ducks wear them.

Even hot weather isn't so bad when
you can get plenty of godd fresh buttermilk.

It's a poor form of Sunday recreation that requires a week for recuperation.
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Paradoxical as It may seem, the
heat wave was not Invented by a Paris
hairdresser.
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Postmaster

POST CHANGES

Ceneral Says Reductions
In Spit
of
the Senate.

Will Be Made

Despite ' senatorial
Washington.
criticism of 'the proposed reduction In
parcel CFt rates and the increase In
the size of the packages, Postmaster
General BurleBcn announced he would
Issue the final orders at once putting
the changes into effect August 15.
The announcement came after the
wisdom of making the changes had
been subjected to a searching, review
before the Senate postofflce committee In the presence of the Postmastr
General.
Chairman Clark of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, explaining
why the commission had sanctioned
the proposed changes, said he believed
the postmaster general had ample
power under the law to make the
changes.
.

.
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When Sir Thomas Llpton gets tired
of trying to lift that cup, he might try
Ills hand at polo.

MULHALL IS NEAR COLLAPSE
Long

The Joy ride continues to maintain
Us reputation as being fully as
as any ride.
dan-eero-

Now that aviation has become a
business, enthusiasm has quite naturally waned a bit

Examination I Telling on ths
Manufacturers' Lobby Agent
at Washington.

Washington, D. C With only about
one thousand more of Martin M.
s
li'ttrs to read into the record,
the senate lobby investigating committee adjourned for the week, expecting to wind up the correspondence
of the "lobbyist."
Toward the close
of the day's session Mulhall showed
signs of the strain he has been under.
He became confused during the reading of one letter and when Senator
Walsh suggested that he needed a
rest exclaimed:
"I'm Jnst about broken down. For
God's sake, do have mercy if you can.
I don't want to say I'm breaking down,
but I don't want to answer questions.
If you'll let me go."
Mul-hall'-

it

Hot weather Is good for the crcps.
And the dispute In the Balkans Is
good for the Krupps.
A view of the deck of Porry's flagship Niagara, which was raised from the lake bottom, restored, and Is bslng
towed from port to port of Lake Erie, where Commodore Perry a hundred years ago won his glorious victories In'
the war of 1812.

Another foreign complication thrent-- t
ns. A Kansas court has decided that
a pretzel Is not a food.
No other business Is quite so Impor-

tant as making the clllldren happy and
keeping them healthy.
An eastern court rules that tipping
a porter Is voluntary. Nevertheless
It's an act of

3H0I
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MEXICAN

FEDERAL

THE FIRE

AMERICAN

VICTIMS BURIED

The Funeral of Unidentified Dead at
Binghamton, N. Y., Attended
by Thousands.

0E

llOW

KANSAS UTILITIES COMMISSION
Binghamton, N. Y. Attended by
OVERRULED BY JUDGE
thousands of mourners, the funeral of
AT SALT LAKE.
twenty-onunidentified dead who lost
They never ;hrow old shoes at a
their lives In- the Binghamton Clothing
bride In Chicago. A Chicago shoe is
Company fire took place here. Serclabsed as a deadly weapon.
HELD
KUERTA
RESPONSIBLE
vices were held In the opera house, MEANS A LOW SUPPLY AGAIN
clergymen of all the religious denomi.We suppose that In a couple of hundred years from now there will be a State Department Demands That Slay- nations taking part. A special trolley
coffins
funeral car bore the twenty-onsociety of descendants of those who
Company Cannot Be Forced to Extend
ers Be Arrested and Punished
to Spring Forest Cemetery.
came over In the Imperator.
Pipe Lines to Get Supply From
Release of Other AmeriFiremen and policemen bore the cofOklahoma Rate Are
cana Demanded.
Coy pupils who detest the decimal
fins to the graves, which are arranged
Too Low.
system should be reminded that when
in a circle, an open space having been
El Taso, Tex. News of the shootthey grow up It will come In handy In
monument
in the center where a
Topeka. The Kansas cities supplied
ing by Mexican federals of Charles left
computing the batting averages.
with natural gas by the Kansas Nat
n. Dixon of San Diego, United States will be erected.
ural Gas Company will not have any
commissioner, created NEGRO
BLACKMAILER
HELD more gas next winter than the wells
may immigration
Our old friend Wu Ting-fanwild
in
El
excitement
Paso and border
again visit the United States. He will
now operated by the company will fur
be warmly welcomed, no questions cities.
Accused of Writing Threatening Let- nish. Judge John Marshall of the
Dixon
was
a
victim
of
the
notorious
asked, but all answered, as usual.
ter to a Kansas Farmer In
United States Circuit Court of Appeals
ley fuega when he crossed into Juarez
Rice County.
at
Salt Iake has refused to issue an
to
negro
see
a
in
connection with a
"Bonesetter" Reese, called to attend
to the receiver's for the company
order
a disabled dancer of the tango, left j white slave case.
Iola, Kan. J. C. Bowen, a negro, to extend the pipe lines into new gas
pierced
The
bullet
back
Dixon's
and
uu ciBieuaioa 10 ao it. nowever, ne
vas arrested here at the request of
get an adequate supply of
passed through his body. He was Rice county officers, charged with at- fields and
was not at work on the Eisteddfod.
gas for next winter.
taken to a hospital and Dr. J. II. tempting to blackmail Roscoe Dress- natural
Judge Marshall held that the order
Tappen of theMmmlgratlon service at ier, white, a prosperous farmer of
New York Is trying to check drinkof the Kansas utilities commission was
ing by the finger print system. With El Paso, who went to Juarez to treat near Lyons. County Attorney S'tahl worthless. The state, he said, could
three fingers to consider In the aver-ag- the wounded man, said that he prob- of Rice county alleges that last Janu- not make any regulation to get gas
case the experts are In for over- ably would die.
ary Bowen was the author of a letter
Dixon was in Juarez on official busi to Dressier demanding that Dressier from Oklahoma, as the state would
time.
ness Investigating a white slave case, place $250 near a railway crossing then be attempting to regulate interstate commerce. He also held
Ever' man knows be could do a bet- when he was arrested by a band of close to the Bressler farm, under pen- there was no authority to Justify that
him.
wlfb
federals,
marching
him
started
ter Job than the
scenes
alty of the death of the entire Bress- in ordering the use of the money now
that are put on In the moving picture away from the city in the direction ler family. Sheriff Burfleld of Rice in the treasury of the company for
of the foothills, where many men have county came to Iola after his prisoner.
fchows.
new extensions and to buy new gas
been put to death. Dixon started to
without the consent of the bondholdrun
getting
and
a
block
after
half
A Chicago alienist says that love
NEW POSTMASTERS NAMED ers, who were entitled to any money
upon
away
was
fired
and hit in the
Is a form of lunacy. But Shakespeare
obtained from the operation of the
said that long before him, so it Is no back.
President Wilson Send a Number of company.
Dixon made a statement later in
Use reviving the discussion at this
Nominations for Kansas and MisJudge Marshall also held that he
tate day.
Juarez to American jfticlals that he was
souri to the Senate.
was
not satisfied that the prices which
marching
were
satisfied the Mexicans
the
utilities
commission had fixed for
People are still taking bichloride of him out to shoot htm when he ran.
Washington. The nomination of L.
mercury tablets in mistake for headHe says the Mexican soldiers were A. Wralker to be pbstmaser at Par- the Kansas Natural to charge were
reasonable and would be adequate to
ache remedies. This is a case in drunk.
sons, Kas., lias been sent to the Sen- enable the company to earn enough
which it would pay to read the
ate, and also that of J. H. Guitar of money to pay the operating expenses,
Washington, b. C. Strong represenpapers.
tations, the moat drastic in phrase Columbia, Mo. The President also interest and principal if the bonds.
ology that have been made since the nominated Hugh O'Hara to be postThe meanest man so far has been present American administration came master at Frontenac, Kas. The folKansas City, Mo. Judge Marshall's
located In New Jersey. He left his Into power, were made to the Huerta lowing Missouri postmasters
were decision in the gas case came as a
support,
giving as his government in Mexico.
wife without
nominated: C. H. Brown, Auxvasse; keen disappointment to the city offexcuse that she was suffering with
The United States government de- James R. Bennett, Brazon; Nelson H. icials. A feeling of hope and expectuberculosis.
manded not only the prompt arrest, Cook, Forest City; APram Stephens, tancy had grown in the last two
court-martiand punishment of the Troy; S. A. Norrld, Puxico.
weeks, that the federal judge would
people
to
play
Some
tennis
keep Mexican federal soldiers who shot
give a decision favorable to the concool.
A High Diver Didnl Come Up.
Charles B. Dixon, an American Immisumers of Oklahoma, Kansas and
St. Louis, Mo. Within the view of
gration official, at Juarez, Mexico, but
The happy medium praised by phil- the immediate release of Charles Bis-se- thousands of spectators Oscar E. Missouri. A. F. Evans, city counselor,
returned recently from Salt Lake City,
osophers Is so hard to realize that the
and Bernard McDonald, mining Stuber, a professional diver, leaped where he had gone to assist the Kanbather Is too cold while In the water managers
span
of the unfin sas State Public Utilities Commission
Imprisoned by federal sol- from the center
knd too hot while on shore.
diers at Chihuahua City and said to ished free bridge into the Mississippi and submitted a brief, at the hearing.
river and was drowned. His body
be threatened with death.
An American woman has sailed for
t
never reappeared after the
rewere
So
Incidents
serious
these
PUBLIC MUST PAY THE FINE
Italy to find a singing bandit whom she
plunge.
they
garded
official
in
circles
that
would put In grand opera. He
might be unable to keep his eye off overshadowed largely the policy which
The Standard Raised Price of Gasoline
the visit of Ambassador Henry Lane
FLASHES FROM THE WIRES
In Texas to Reimburse
the box office.
Wilson had brought to a climax. The
Itself.
so
was
exercised
ambassador
himself
Reports from Shanghai, China, say
Though the modern college graduIn
Mexico
developments
over
that that the revolutionary cause in that
the
Austin, Tex. The Standard Oil Comate knows all about everything, he Is
dictated two strong telegrams, one vicinity is waning.
pany of New Jersey haB paid into the
discreel enough to conceal the fact he
to the embassy In the City of Mexfrom the crude person to whom he apAmbassador Wilson, In commenting state treasury half a million dollars
ico and the other to the American
In cash, which was the amount of the
plies for a job.
consul at Juarez, and while Secretary at New York on the Mexican situation penalty agreed upon In
the comprogeneral,
of
In
declared
the
seriousness
tone)
mise of the case of tha state of Texas
Collisions between aeroplanes are a Bryan slightly modified their
exaggerated.
been
has
conditions
they were approved and promptly disagainst the company for violating the
now danger of civilization. Apparent
Douglas G. Hertz, the man whose anti-trus- t
ly, there la not room for similar am patched.
laws. Coincident with the
days
was killed In an payment of this fine was a
El Paso, Tex. Charles B. Dixon, bride of a few
bltlons even In the boundless apace
Jr., the United States immigration In- automobile accident in Kansas about
raise In the price of gasoline
of the atmosphere.
spector who was shot in Juarez by two months ago, and who marrled-- a in Texas.
Some of our cabaret dancers should Mexican soldiers, was released from Topeka girl In Kansas City a few
More
to
commit, sul
Vatican Guard Leave.
have been present the other day to the Juarez hospital and brought to weeks later, attempted
Rome. A further detachment of the
take a few lessons from that rlvetter El Paso, after the American, consul. clde when his second wife left him
who dropped a hot bolt Inside the T. D. Edwards, had made a demand after a week's honeymoon. Horti la mutinous Swiss Guards has left tha
for his release and for the arrest of In a Kansas City hospital la a critical Vatican. Soma of them threatened to
waistband of bis work pants.
maka unpleasant revelations,
condition,
tba men who shot him.
SOLDIERS
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JUAREZ WOUND A UNITED
STATES OFFICER.
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WIRELESS

Operators at Nome", Alaska, Establish
Communication With Anadyr,
600 Miles Away.

Nome, Alaska. Direct wireless communication between America and Asia
Is now an accomplished
fact, the
United States signal corps station having been in nightly communication
with a Russian Btation at Anadyr, Siberia, GOO miles west of Nome. A message from Baron Klelt, governor of
the Siberian province of Kamtchatka,
who visited Nome a short time ago,
was transmitted, extending congratulations on the establishment of wireless cammunication betwen Asia and
America.
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TO SIBERIA NOW

REACH

SHANGHAI

Conference of Foreign Admirals
Held and a Body of French
Marines Landed.

Shanghai. Gaining the upper hand,
the British warships Hampshire, Minotaur and Monmouthshire, the French
cruisers Duplelx and Montcalm, the
Dutch cruiser Holland and the Japanese cruiser Suma have arrived here.
Marines were landed from the French
vessel. The Japanese admiral, who
is the senior officer of the fleet, met
the other foreign admirals to discuss
the situation.
A

The

FORT SCOTT BOY KILLED
Keeling Family Met With an
Accident While Touring In
Illinois.

, Decatur', 111. Stephen Keeling, 13
years old, of Fort Scott, Kan., was
killed and his brother, Keith, 15, was
Injured when a motor car driven by
the boys' father overturned ten miles
east of Marca, 111. The Keeling family
was touring from Fort Scott to Indianapolis and had camped overnight
near Marca. Loose earth In the road
caused the accident.
Caught a Chinese Hobo.
Dodge City, Kan. A novelty In the
hobo line was picked off the front en. I
of a Santa Fe passenger train here
by the police.
He was a Chinese
tramp, dressed in American garb.
The man says he has roamed this
country thirty years and is one of the
few tramps of his nationality In the
United States.
Changes for Weather Bureau.
Washington. Reorganizaton of the
weather bureau is soon to be made
as a result of a report made to Secretary Houston by a special committee
appointed some time ago to investigate the workings of the bureau.
Treasury Job for Oklahoman.
Washington. President Wilson recently sent to the Senate the renoml-natio- n
of Adam E. Patterson of Okl.
aoma as regUWr of U treasury,

banners
veying a scene different from that final for the sake of diplomacy and the Marquis retinue; holy-damemory he had carried away with him. end In view, to turn their conversa- were succeeded by holiday ribbons;
by
Then had the rock reared itself in all tion Into a channel that should have the miserere of the multitude
Hymen, Io
the glamour of a sunny day; now was Interested her; spoke of plans to be paeans of merriment.
the sky overcast, while through a sul- made; preparations for festivities and Hymen! In assuming the leading role
len mist the Mount loomed like a merrymaking commensurate with the to which circumstances now assigned
But to these sugges- her, the Governor's daughter brought
circumstances.
shadow Itself.
A cold place for our gay Ellse!" tions of gaieties, the prelude to a to the task less energy than she had
One or two who viewed the sight for stately ceremony, had she hardly displayed on that other occasion when
the first time looked disappointed; listened; paused absently before the visitors had sojourned at the rock.
even the Marquis appeared for the in blazing logs; once or twice seemed Her manner was changed first, lukestant more sober; but Immediately re- about to say something and stopped. warm; then, almost indifferent; until,
She was silent now, a slender figure at length, one day she fairly waived
gained his lively demeanor.
TftOLLER5"UMDrC
AUTHOR OF"TMC
"Walt until you have seen It at Its beneath that great canopy of stone the responsibility of planning amusebest," he retorted carelessly, and set designed for the shelter of a score ments; laid before them the question:
ILLUSTRATIONS VX
of knights; nervously twining and In- What, now, would they like to do?
the pace across the sands.
CO.
COPYRICKT not BY THf BOBM-M- f
"Devise a pjay," said one.
Midway, where once on the sands tertwining her fingers, she looked out
and shepherd"With shepherds
achs, began, ere night, to wend their the men of Brittany had engaged In at the shadows moving between the
8YNOPSI3.
way from strand to shore. Put aa they fierce conflict the ancient abbot's columns, playing around the bases, esses!"
The Marquis, however, qualified the
met by an or melting In the vaulting.
left the vicinity of the Mount, they forces, were the
now,"
suggestion.
here
"A masque! that Is very
almost
be
"They
should
Comtesse Ells. daughter of the governwith
guard;
due
escorted
imposing
or of the Mount, hue chance encounter turned last looks of hatred toward the
seekagain
good;
Excellency,
but,
this morning I have
for
up
his
the
observed
gates,
and
through
the
honor
with a pennant boy. The "Mount," a email rock.
d
ing to break that spell of constraint, been talking with the commandant
Island, stood In vast bay on
narrow street of the town.
Governor,
Excellency,
His
the
the northwestern coast of France, and
and have another proposal "
As he climbed the winding high when suddenly she stepped to him.
during the time of Louis XVI. was a gov- wasted no time considering the humor
"Which Is?"
"Mon pere," her voice sounded
ernment stronghold. Develops that the of the masses; their resentment, of way, my lord, the Marquis, bestowed
peasant boy was the son of Seigneur
"It was you who
"To visit the dungeons."
displeasure, signified nothing; his own approving nod and smile this way and strained, unnatural,
nobleman. Young Desaurao deter"The dungeons?" My lady's faoe
mines to secure an education and become complacency left little room for spec that; It may be that he already felt wanted this marriage?"
a gentleman; sees the governor's daugh"Yes," he had answered In some changed.
ter depart for Paris. Lady Ellse returns ulation on that score. He was unde- a nearer affiliation with these people; surprise"; "yes."
"And Incidentally inspect their latafter seven years' schooling, and enter- niably satisfied; even the escape of for his glance, gracious,, condescend
you the est guest! Some of you heard of him
opposed
tains many nobles. Her Ladyship dances
not
I
have
"And
muu
01
was
a
ing
passing,
mat
in
with strange fisherman, and a call to the prisoners and the loss of the sol
when we were here before Le Seign
arms Is made In an effort to oapture a diers at the guard-housor In the armed with the knowledge that he, King"
mysterious Le Seigneur Nolr. He escapes. wheel-room- ,
eur Nolr the Black Seigneur!"
"Opposed? No! Of course not!
might some day
King,
kinsman
of
the
by
the
was
"Qrand"
tide.
Is
In
Ladv Ellse
the
cniieht
"Le Seigneur Nolr!" They clapped
"Then," more hurriedly, "must you
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes single capture.
contentment, be called upon to govern here. But
This
her to his retreat. Ellse discovers that however, he kept to himself; instigat to these advances, the townspeople re- do something In return for me! I do their hands. "Yes, let us see him!
her savior was the boy with the fish.
my the wedding festivities Nothing could be better.
What do
Benches, the Seigneur's servant, Is
ed a rigorous inquiry, and prepared to sponded 111, and the young noble's not want
unpleasant! you say, Ellse?"
by anything
marred
up,
a
If
as
delicately
and brought before the governor.
little
went
brow
punish
the
But
offenders.
certain
Seigset
free.
Lady Ellse has Sanches
nothing will happen to
She started to speak, but for the
neur and a priest at the "Cockles." Sanprincipal of these he could not reach; amused! Mon dleu! did not unfriend- Promise that Seigneur, until
Instant her lips could frame no anafter"
ly eyes peer from every lurking place him, the Black
ches tells Desaurao that Lady Ellse becage,
the
Iron
when
released
from
the
trayed him, but Is not believed. The
"Impossible!" The sudden virulence swer; with a faint, strained smile, conSeigneur plans to release prisoners at the hunchback, knowing he would be around the royal palaces and pleasure
unexpected request awoke could fronted him, when some one anticiher
not
they
Paris;
grounds
and
had
near
Mount. Lady Ellse pleads with her fathpart
in
called upon to answer for his
priser to spare the lives of condemned Lady
pated her repdy.
concealed.
not
way
be
to
the
all
the
encountered
them
the night's work, had made (he best
oners. Disguised as a peasant
"Very well!" Before the anger in
"Did she not leave it to us? It Is.
Ellse mingles with the people and hears use of his short legs to place a long sea? People were the same everymysterious
A
some startling
facts.
chilhis gaze, her own eyes flashed like we who decide."
bad
like
must
be
treated
where;
Is
and
the
arrested
himself
between
distance
He
Mountebank starts a riot.
And a merry party they swept
dren, and, with relays of troops from steel. "In that case, you can send
and locked up after making close obserMount.
I will not see
For
long, bearing her with them; up the
back!
Marquis
vations of the citadel, and Is afterwards
the
sea,
strand
to
capital
from
the
the
the
The sentinel that allowed the Black
summoned before the governor's daughor any other broad stairway, cold, gray In the
ter. The governor enters the room during Seigneur to pass through the entrance to the Mount's high top, one could him today, tomorrow
again!"
morn; beneath the abbot's bridge
time
petty
the Interview with the Mountebank. IsAsre-a near
humors.
to
at
smile
their
the barracks; the watchman en afford
miserable buffoon, the Mountebank
Long he looked at her; the white black, spying span! to the church.
momore
one
bad
DeAbove
all,
when
leased by order of the governor. solsol
stairway,
on
and
the
countered
the
dons
face; the tightly compressed lips; the and thence to the Isolated space be
saurao overpowers guard andsuccessfully
dier that had been overpowered in mentous matter for consideration!
dier's uniform. The Seigneur
They re- fore the guapd-hou&eyes that would not flinch!
to the dungeons.
higher,
my
head
his
lifted
And
lord
"Great
the
passes guards and finds
the stable, his Excellency could, how
were of the Here, at the sound of their voices, a
him of another's
minded
rampart,
one
some
Wheel." Jacques, the Jailer, forced to ever, lay
a
where
toward
or
promptly
on,
and
hands
up
of
enemies
bring
tread the wheel and
revolr, and same hue so like, and yet so differ- man, carrying a bunch of keys but
the governor. The Black Seigneur liber- dered Into custody to await bis off! had once bid himyet au fancy
see a ent! Unlike, in bespeaking a will he outwardly the antithesis to the hunchin
might
where
he
ates the prisoners.
culprit,
cial attention. For this last
could not break! What he Bald, mat- back peered from the entrance.
bright
wave
a
adieu!
fluttering
ribbon
the commandant mindful, perhaps, of
CHAPTER XXIII (Continued.)
my lady, the Princess of ters not; his face wore an ashy shade.
"Unless I am mistaken, the new
today
But
bolstering his own position Interced
The warning cry a girl's voice
the Rock, was not there; waited She did not answer In words; but he Jailer!" With a wave of his hand,
to
man
had
pointing
wheel-room- ;
out
the
ed;
that
but the
rang through the
above, with her father, to receive felt, with strange bitterness, a revul- the Marquis Indicated this person.
commandant did not at once heed It; get the gag from his mouth and give him then In the great Hall 'of the sion; she seemed almost suddenly to The commandant was telling me hiB
at that abrupt touch he had involun- the alarm; also, that the mountebank'
Excellency had engaged one from
Chevaliers. Until that morning she have become hostile to him.
tarily wrested his arm away; he appearance and acting had been cal- had not known of the coming of the
Gay voices sounded without; nearor Fort l'Eveque, I believe?"
even
one
of
the
to
deceive
culated
who
she
opposite
the
stared, not In the direction
Marquis, an Impatient suitor, follow- er; she walked to a door
"Bloetre, my lord!" said the man
I
regovernor's
Which
discernment.
had called out pointed, but at her
ing
courier and the perfumed mis- entrance their visitors were approach- gravely. "And before that, the
Excellency had received with sive the
The white, drawn face, the eyes di- mark his
acquainting her with the noble's ing. An Instant, and she would have
sphinx-like- ,
and not altogether reas near approach.
lated
Certainly had she passed out, when the Governor spoke.
"Ah!" laughed the nobleman. "That
suring, gravity; had reserved his ver shown surprise; but whether she was
But the Marquis, stepping quickly pretty place some of the foollBh
"You, my Lady! Here?" he
dict, and continued, after his own pleased or not, his Excellency could In a few moments later, noted nothing people are grumbling about! As If
amiss between them. "Your Excel we could do without prisons any more
But she'only made a wild move fashion, to collect the details of the not tell.
affair.
ment; again grasped, drew him
than without palaces! But we hnve
The searching process should have
til7 EES
come, my good fellow, to inspect this
daugh
to
once
his
at
almost
led
him
lower world of yours!" '
"Quick, or " And suddenly was he
of
The man's glance passed over the
brought to a realization of what she ter a puzzling figure In the maze
Governor had exhib
paper the Marquis handed him; then
wished him to see; a figure drawing events; but the approaching
no haste in
that lm
silently he moved aside, and unlocked
Itself along, slowly, painfully, toward ited
portant witness. Only when he had
the iron doors.
the verge
put
testimony
and
other
marshaled
his
Are you sot coming?" At tie
"Don't you see? Rather than be It In order did the scope of his sifting
threshold the Marquis looked back.
taken, he's going to throw himself extend to the girl. And then had his
When first they had approached the
over!"
manner been strictly Judicial; main
,
Involuntarily had the
The excited, admonishing sound of taining an imperturbable maBk, "he
daughter drawn aside to
Governor's
commandant.
the
aroused
her voice
professed not to notice the pallor of
the ramparts; now, with face half- He gave a sharp order and the soldiers her face, the unnatural brightness of
averted, stood gazing off.
sprang forward; laid roughly hold of her glance.
"Coming?" Surprised, the Marquis
the prostrate form; drew it back. The
"When you sent for the mountebank
the fixed
noted her expression;
Black Seigneur yet struggled, but not to come to your apartments, did you
brightness of her eyes and her parted
for long! A moment, and his eyes know who he was?" the Governor
lips. "Oh, yes!" And turning abruptturned to the Governor's daughter.
asked.
ly, she hastened past him.
"Ma foil I must needs yield to
"No."
Would they have to be locked In?
Yet, what matter,
your LadyBhip!
"Wben did you find out?"
query of one of
the
to
do!"
came
I
since I have done what
"When you entered the room."
the ladles caused the jailer at first
His gaze, darkly glowing, seemed to
"Why did you not give the alarm
to hesitate and then to answer in the
envelope the shrinking figure whose then?"
negative. He would leave the doors
cloak only partly concealed the gay,
'Because," she hesitated; her face
f
from the outer room open, and
;
brilto
gown
the
beneath lifted
rich
changed, "he would have killed you,
return.
the
there
visitors'
await
liant affrighted brown eyes. "Your I think if I had!"
With which reassuring promise, he
Ladyship has bright eyes, forsooth!"
Was that solicitude for me the
distributed lights; called a guards
An Ironical laugh burst from his Hps. only reason?"
man, familiar with the Intricate un"But sharper than their swords!" He
"Why, what other could there be?"
derground passages, and consigned
trnve in nrwalr further, when A hand
"What other, truly? And after he
them to his care.
t
heavily.-Aholding a weapon fell
that left with the commandant why did
One of the gay procession, the Ldy
a cry escaped the girl's lips.
you not, then, inform me?"
Ellse stepped slowly forward ; the
"No, no; you shall not!"
you
something
had
"You remember
guide proved a talkative fellow, end
The Black Seigneur lay still.
Important, from the King, to consider.
seemed anxious to answer their many
got
we
him,"
"del! It's fortunate
hastily.
inquiries concerning the plnc. The
ruefully
the
commandant gazed
"More Important than this?"
salle de la question? Yes, It rxlENd;
around. "It would have made a pretty
"He was going to be locked up,"
but the ancient torture devices tor the
tale, If " he turned to the Governor's was the best reply she could make.
"Interrogatory ordinary" and the "indaughter, "I have your Ladyship to
"And In the morning set free!"
terrogatory extraordinary" were no
"
began,
stopped.
and
he
thank
She did not answer.
longer pressed Into service; the King
My lady's figure had at that moment
"And yet, you gave the word that
had ordered them relegated to the
' relaxed and fallen to the ground!
,
enabled us to capture him at the
shelves of the museum. The
wheel-house- !
How, by the way, came
XI. built
Louis
holes?
or
black
"
CHAPTER XXIV.
you there In the
them; the carceres durl and vade In
"I saw him from the abbot's bridge;
pace, however, dated from Saint MauThe Hall of the Chevaliers.
heard him tell the watchman he had a
ritius, fourth abbot of the Mount.
The report of the capture of the message to deliver at your palace, and
"And the Black Seigneur? How have
.Black Seigneur spread from Mount to followed."
you accomodated him ?"
me?1
tor
town; from rock to shore. Pilgrims
solicitude
feeling
"Again
"In the petit exil; Just to the left!
repeated, peasants circulated It; many
"I did not know he would dare
We are going there now."
xredlted; a few disbelieved. Like much; and what does It matter now?"
."I am going back!" A hand
shadows had his comrades and the es almost wildly. VYou have captured
the arm of the Marquis, lasl
touched
caped prisoners vanished, leaving no him, shut him up somewhere In some
of the file of visitors, and, lifting hit
car terrible, deep dungeon, where
trace, save one an
candle, he held it so that the yellow
and severed rope at the foot of the
"He Is safe? True; that Is the main
glimmer played on the face of thi
poulaln, without the fortifications. And consideration."
Governor's daughter. Her eyes looked
flocking to that point, of greater inter
Thereafter had the subject of the
deeper; full of dread, as if the verj
est now than shrine or sanctuary, the Black Seigneur been dropped between
spirit of the subterranean abode bad
pilgrims gazed around; down the them; the pilgrimage over, the Mount
seized her. He started.
Govern
Here.
to
Upon
Be
Called
Day
aspect,
only
up
Some
perpendicular
Might
almost
but
the
normal
rocks;
resumed its
"Surely you, Ellse, are not afraid?'
a
planking to what looked like a mere for a little while! One day about
greet
respect
he
lency!"
filial
With
standing,
"I prefer the sunlight," she sal
uncertain;
still
was
He
pigeon-bolIn the side of the cliff. week later, a bright cortege whose ap
nd the Governor. "My Lady!" Gaily, hurriedly In a low tone. "It it Is no'
Then ominous grumblings escaped pearance was in marked contrast to near the raised gallery, In the ancient
from time to approvingly, his eye passed over her; cheerful down here! No; do not cal
them; some shook their fists at the that of the beggarly multitude, late salle des chevaliers,furtively!
Often then In that hall dedicated to chiv- the guide or let the others know. IT
her
regarded
r.utng
time
came
down
rock,
scoffed
at
to
others
wall;
the
distant visitors
black
alry, a graceful figure, he sank to his return alone, and wait for you at th
round
of
the
one
from
looked
she
had
sea;
hallelujahs.
to
at
the
the
Had through the forest
sounds of priestly
knee; raised & small cold hand, and
of
the
a
view
commanding
windows,
the soldiers that day appeared in the verge of the sands, stopped for a first
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
pressed It to his Hps.
many
times
sands;
the
shore and
town or on the beach, serious trouble distant Impression of the rock.
"Noble monument, I salute you!" turned away. At first sight of the
would have ensued. For the time
More Valuable Than Money.
CHAPTER XXV.
however, they remained discreetly Smiling, debonair, the Marquis de company on the beach, the Governor
Walter Didn't you forget some
notand
girl's
alter
face
seen
the
bad
his
hat.
pilgrims1
removed
supplies
for
Oeauvllllers
boused, while
thing, sir?
The Under World.
"And the noble mistress thereof?" ed the Involuntary start she had
needs were, by the commandant's orGuest No. I left you a bite of tha
A coterie of brilliant folk soon folone
toward
moving
Whereupon,
glvcu.
suggested one of his train.
ders, so curtailed, many of the
my
instead of a tip.
steak
lord,
the
of
In
wake
the
lowed
sought
he
had
places,
fire
"She, of course!" be said, still sur of the giant
multitude, urged by pinched stom
y
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LOCAL AND PERSONAL.

Legal Blanks printed and for
sale by IheKenivi Record.
Ladies Hals at one half price
Come quick.
P. T. Bell
Leslie White went to R swrll
tin's week to take up work.
Hubert Miller of El Paso is
visiting with friends in town
this week.
Mrs. A'ice Wright returned
Sunday from Ran Antonio
where she has been for several
months past.
Willie Crunie canio in t his
week to visit homefolks after
several months stay in Texas
and Oklahoma.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Clubb left
Wednesday morning fur their
home after several days visit
with parents Mr. and Mis. P.
L. CI abb.
Try Our After Dinner Coffee.
(Each bucket contains One Solid
Silver Knife and Fori; both silver wear and coffee are guaranteed to pleaso you. 1.10 per
bucket.
Kenna Lumber Co.
Alvin White gave up the hotel
Saturday and they are now out
on their claim.
Mrs. West again has charge
of the hotel and will render the
b;st service possible in a small
town.
FOR

RENT.

Good two room house with
good well i.f water, located neai
the school house. Inquire of
John A. Kintmons.
Miss

Mat i in Scott, of

Biird,

cars are expected from Roswell
alone, arrangements have been
made with the Santa Fe to run
a special Iraiu each night to
Clovid connecting there with the
"O re.cn Fruit" California express which goes through Clovis
about fl a. m.
The apple crop is said to be
in prime condition and is begin-m- g
to move.
Topeka, Additional shops at
Topeka will make ' the .Santa

SCHOOL CHILDREN NEGLECTED.

With thekoowledgo that the
neglected human mouth is the
best possiblo breeding place for
diseases producing
or germs, a series of experiment wore undertaken for
the purpose of showing t he influence that neglected or diseased mouths have upon the
health of the individual.
Investigation showed that 97
per cent of the public school
children of this country have
faulty or diseased mouths, from
which in talking, singing,
uiging, coughing, or sneezing,
thousands upon thousands of
germs are sent floating into the
air and thus carried to oilier
children or whoever else is
around.
Having recognized to some
extent the part that diseased or
faulty mouths might play in
the health and working efticien
cy of the individual, a series of
experiments was undertaken for
the purpose of demonstrating
the important part that Mouth
Hygiene plays in the general
hygiene of the body.
The forty children having the
worst oral conditions out of 846
pupils in Marion School, Cleve- lard, were selected for these ex
periments. Psychological tests
were made to show the mental
working efficiency of the chil
dren at the time they were taken into the class. Faulty conditions were corrected, and the
children taughn to properly
CARE for and USE their
mouths, and at the end of the
year observations were made
relative, to the moral and physi
cal condition of the children as
well as their personal appear- ance. Attneenu or me year
the final tests and observations
showed an average inciease in
mental working efficiency ot
99 8 plus per cent, with a cor
responding improvement from
the physic il and mnal standpoint.
The results obtained wers so
remarkable that, boMi the dental
and educational 'professions
were startltd into a campaign
of activity which has resulted
in a great amount of beiiefi-- ,
accruing to the public school
children of the ountry. Ros
well Morning News.
nitro-organ-is-

In

HARDWARE

LUMBER

Parm Implements

iSulldinK Material
of

FANCY

all Kinds.

and STAPLE

Fe's outlay this year $3,000,000.

GROCERIES

London. July 29 Statistics
iust compiled show suff'iwjettes

tfrcprletcrs cf the

KENNA TIN SHOP
We make what you want Iruthls line. Tanks, Well Casing,
Watering Troughs. Repair work neatly and promptly done.

Simmons Qrcs.

Been Touring the State.

Geo. T. Littlefield and wife,
of Kenna, arrived in the city
yesterday from a tour
Santa
Fe and other New Mexico cities,
making the trip by auto from
their ranch. They v wiled in
the city yesterday and returned
to their home thi3 morning.
Roswell Morning Nevs.
So quickly has tbe public tak
en to the new facilities offered
by the parcels post that the
Postmaster declares that with
in fifteen or twenty yenrs the
post office will be carrying pack
ages weighing up to 100 pounds
and doing practically all the
parcels post business of the
country.

California State Life Ins. Co.

f

SACRAMENTO,
'

Washington, July

Will
chiej ot tne
Weather Bureau, who sent his
resignation to Secretary Hous
ton last March, gave up Ins du
ties today, and returns to his
farm in Kansas. Mr. Mooro i's
a Peihocrat, but it. is' saidHhat
the usual activity of himself and
his friends to secure his uppcnnfc-ineas Secretary of Agriculture
in President Wilson's cabinet
proved his undoing.
At the
Weather Bureau, however, it is
claimed that all is friendly.
31

iam Ij. Moore,

CALIFORNIA

Capital Paid up $500,000. Policies that Fit the People.

RYDER & HASTETTER
STATE AGENTS.

.V '

I

.loffD White Prp;irffnt

fipn T. itHpfrpM Virp
I

-

Proven,M

i

g

THE KENNA BANK & TRUST CO.

8

Strictly a home Institution

Chief Moore Quits.

Your patronage solicited.

k:

Very

I

respect fullij,
W. SB.

9

Scott.
Cashier.

.

jtl

nt

er

I

(f Dealers

done over $500,000 worth1 dam
age by fire this year, j Eight
houses, three cricket pavl ions,
two churches, twovjailroao. de
pots, two race stands and boat- i
house hurned.
S.

Tex. is visiting her brother W.
P. Scot t this wi ek.
There is still a few shoes and
hats left at P. T. Pell's store
that be is closing out at cost
and below, also a few coats and
August t in History.
vests traveling the same road.
1G25 The first Parliament of
You had better go by and look Charles I, of England, on ac
them over before they are all count of the plague, met at Ox
gone.
adv.
foid.
FOR SALE.
1772. A revolution was effect
1913 Model, Motor Cycles and ed in Sweden hy the army, and
Motor Boats at bargain pric s, dissimilation of the crown.
all makes, brand new machines,
1804. Union and Confederate
on oatiy monthly payment plan
under a ring of truce,
(let our proposition before buy- armies,
engaged in the burial of the dead
ing or you will regret it, also who fell in a terrific engage
.bargains in used Motor Cycles ment before Petersburg, Ya.
Write us today. Enclose Stamp
1904. The United States gov
for reply.
directed Minister Bow
ernment
Addnf.3 Lock Box 11,
protest
against the seizure
to
en
J25-S2- f
dv.
Trenton, Mich.
of asphalt properties by the
Legal Blanks printed and for Yenezuelan government.
sale by the Kenna Record.
1904
Sortie of Russian tor
pedo boats from Port Arthur
Dissolution is Sought of the Alleged Tele
phone Monopoly,
1912
Japan mourns death of
Mikado.
the
Attorney General McReynolds
has filed civil Anti-trus- t
suit Dry weather prevails in this
against the so called Bell Tele vicinity and crop and pastures
phone Trust, charging the cor- are both badly in need of good
poration and its subsidaries with rains. Tho lower valley Iiow-'evabsoibing it d .'pendent tele
this year in tie Roswell
phone companies to d stroy com 'vicinity is boosting of heavy
alfalfa, apple and cantaloupe
petition and create a monpoly.
Most of the telephone compan- (Jiu('. i in ijjiiiaiu.iio i
iw
ies in the. western
are begin to move about Monday
..r mora iu..
vu
man ono
named in the mil as defendants. uuui a ioiui oi
I

KENNA LUMBER CO.

Kansas City Stock Yards, Jul
28, 1913. Cattle receipts here
last week were heaviest of the
season. 40000 head. IfiOOO great
er than corresponding week last
year. Kilter's efforts to depress
prices were largely nullified hy
the presence of an extraordina
ry demand for stock cattle and
feeders' Country buyers took
17000 cattle, and submitted to a
rise of 25 to CO cents at the same
Same week last year
time.
they were satisfied last year
with 7000 cattle. Middle and
low grades of grass steers, including quarantines, declined 25
to 50 cents, but upper grades,
good cows, and prime fed steers
held steady, calves 25 to 50 higher. Receipts today 13000, market strong, except fed steers,
which are barely steady. Quarantine! cattle are 10 to 20 higher
today, stockeri and feeders unevenly higher. Bost Greenwood
County grass steers are as high
today as any time last week, at
$7.80 to 8 25; lighter steers from
that section, and Westerns
from the Brook ville district, are
se'ling at $7.10 to $7.45. Prime
Missouri grass and corn steers
today $8.50 to 8.85. Old Mexico steers grazed in Eastern Colorado brought $5.05, cows $4.85.
and h car of 113 pound calves
$8.00. Quarantine receipts only
42 cars today, feeder. $7.00 to
$8.50- -

Saturday only

Congress Impressed.

1

if,

Elordo

coffee 25 cents

Washington, Jul- 31 Eveiy
tho Union in lepiesent-e- d 5 lb package Saxon Oats 20c.
You will find everything car"in the hosts of suffragists
in a first class Grocery
ried
who arrived here today with
Stole.
Abo staple drugs at
petit "oils to Congress to let the
.Jones
&
Pirtle.
coum ty decide whether the CoSat isfnetion or monev back.
nstitution of the United states
S'-aloi-

.

should 'ie amended lo provide
for woman suffrage. The lead- eas of the movement have been
gathering at Hayttsville, Md.,
for tht' past few days and the
march to this city was made
from that place. States as far
West as Montana are represented, while there is a full delegation front almost every Eastern
and Southern States. Charming
young women dressed as heralds
were placed at the head of the
procession-and carrying long
,

trumpets, announced the route

a hard job for a 6mall
man to make a bluff go, but
often that's the only chance he
has.
It-'- s

junn it, ays mere is more
happiness in comparative pov-ert- y
than in riches. We can all
at least think of how lie must
envy us.
The newspaper that always
pleases all of its readers has never been published?

Hate spoils the best looking
of. march through all of its
face
love will make a homely
Btag.M3 from the starting point
face
beautiful.
to the Capitol The number of
signatories on the petitions numbers hundreds of thousands,
members of the various suffrage
organizations having been busy
AT ROSWELL
collecting the m for several

MEN WANTED
To Pick Cantaloupes

months.

be-gini-

ng

was selected for the
August 1st.
great demonstration here beTo Pick Apples beginlng
cause it is the day th ) English
suffragists' peaceful pilgrimage August 15th.
reaches London, so the demon-- ,
Call A. D. Crlfe room 24
stration in the interest of womFirst National Bank
en is, in a sense, world-widToday

e.

Building for

Cantaloupes.
never does
W. A. Nicholas room 27
make an extraordinary hit with
same
relatives
of
stepchildren.
her
the
building for Annies.
A

step-moth-

er

m

w
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Account Knights Templar
Conclave Denvei Colorado Aug.
12 to 15th 1913.
Tickets on sale Aug. G, 7, 8,
9 and 10. Return limit Arig. 22.
Fare. Round tu'p $20. 60.
Account of Motintainiiir Kew
Mexico, Uhnuiauqua Assembly
Aug. 12 to 21.
Tickets on sale Aug, !) to 21.
Return limit September 2nd.
One and one fifth fare for
round trip.
0 A. Holder.
MEX1CO.- -

&

ii

ifurgccn, and 9rep.'

Vienna Brugstere

i

A'UfUMlflallillafll.ll.lt.lt.illKS.fl.JklUjI

ffure, Jresh Strugs A 'Chemicals,
till
kinds ffatent Medieines fi dtaek Remedies, tftaticnerq. Rubber $ceds and
Seilel
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X

M.

We vvant the
name of every
young man who
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Law Oouraa
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find
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DAVID L. GEYER
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE

SPECIALTY.
In Ramona Block

ROSWF.LL,

R. L. ROBERSON.

The Barber
8ID-

Ag;ent for the

B-

Steam

Laundry, of Amarillo, Taxaa

Phan.
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I11EDS SUCCEED!

SPECIAL OFFER:
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Department bf tfie tntet'ldf, tt; g.
Utld Office at ttnsll. it. M. June si. loll

Nollce IS hereby (riven thht Clyde Hartllnir,
of Hlchl'iind. N. M, who. oh Jan. 9, 1 Si 3. made
lU 10. Ser. No. OSOKM). for N', Sec. 21, Twp
B Si. iliinlre 3T E;i tit M: P. Mfel lliinhi iinsllied
notice of Intention to make three S'iSar I'roof.
lo establish clalni to the land Hbove described; before C. E. Toombs. IT. 8. Commissioner, in his ofllce nt IMchlnrd N. M. c h
AUBiist ni l")i3;
Ciiiiiriftnt hames as witnesses:
Lewis H. Faw, Samuel M. lleemnn, Ix)renzo
D. Younir, T, I.ee Heeninn, all of Richlnnd.
T. C.

Tii.i-otso-

Ke;lster.

l

Nolle

fur PllllllfntlnM.

Department

of the Interior,

XT.

3.

nnrid Office nt liosivell. N. M. June S3, il3.
Notice is hSretiJ- - irlven that William Rnlrd,
of Kehfift. N. ti.. who, oh Sept. 1, lKuj. hinde
If: B fio. SHI4.
r. N'o. 0101175. for NK, Sec.
82, Twp. 6 8., ttnnne 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to mnlie tlve-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the lnnd above
described, before Dnn C. Snvairc. IT. 54. Commissioner. In his olllce, at Kenna, N. M., ou
Aiitf. Ii IfllRi

Robert Ij. Scoit, Pink T,. Clubb, Jnmes Clubh.
John A. Heavers, all of Kenna, N. M.
l
T. C. Tcur.OT.sov, Register.
Jl-A-

lnab1

my

Interior,

U.

non-coa-

Tnt.orlor,

ij. s.

Lnnd OITIce at Rosweli. N. M. July Ii, l';'i.?.'
Notice Is hereby irlycn that Martha I.
Smlthe, of New Hope, N. M. who, on Oct.
S. 101S, made II. E. Ferial No. OSOT.TK, for
NM See. S3, Townshltie E Rnnire 35 K., N.
M, P. Merldinn, hns filed notice of Intention
to ttihhe threp yenf Proof, to establish clnltn
Jrthl; tipfire C. K.
Id IMi Wrld rthdve
Toombs, U. 8. t'oiiiibl.sslofifcK 111 h'A hf
Itl
New-Hope- .
N.M.on Auirust 10, 10' 3.

is

Claimant names as witnesses:

n

an mhni um uaa varwiati oi Maaa, riA3t), ata.

oootS

CO,

NOTICE l'OU PtIBUCATION.
non-coa-

F. H.

l

oofiil

Department nt the Interior,

IT. 8. Land
Ifflce nt Fori Sumner. N. M. July 17. 1913.
Notice Is hereby irlven that John J. Garner,
of (rnn. N, M. who, on June 3. 1911, msdr
entry No.,09p, forNW?,
Add. lnlii.'rHt'-ai- l
SR'i. Xcc. 28. Twp. 5 S.. Rnnire 30 F... N. M.
P. Merld'nn. hns Illcfl notice if Intension to
Proof, to esttblish claim 10
mnke three-yea- r
the lnnd above described, before Dan C.
in his offlce
SavairP. IT. 8. Commissioner,
;it ICenna. X. M. on the 5th day of Sept. WIS.

IlKNItV. Rcu'islCr.

Claimant names

a.-- t

witnesses):

It ltnsn, Willlnm If. Cooper, Josepli
A. Cooper. Hnrtcr W.Fry, nil of Kennn, N.
C. C. HsNnr.
M.
Joint

Xotlce for rubllcatlon.
Department

Register.

Al.lid

of tho Interior,

U. S

(1

liettlster.

Al--

t.itnd Offlce lit Roswell. N, M, July is, 1913.
Department at the interior, ti. S
Ntttlfr'e is he'rebv Klvetf that Jolir) F. Carroll.
Notice for riihllcatlon.
Lnnd Offlce nt Roswell. N. M.. June SO, (till
f Wldnsi fit. iff. who, on Arll 26, lillli made
0V3713
Notice is liiMcbS' Klven that George A. Ald;i. H. E. fcr'Kl No; 017115. for NEW Sec.
Department
the Interior, U. S.
of
M
who, on Nov. S7, 1.1. Twp. 7 S. Ranire 38 ti., fi M. P. Meridian,
Cordcr, of Itcitlilhd..
OlMc" l Hnswell, N. M. July St, 1013. .
Land
IBiOi
ttinflD It. ri, Sef. rid. OiX-tifor EH. hns Hied notice of Intention to multe three Notice is hereby irtvpn that William E. Elder,
Proof, lo establish claim to the land of Allie. N. M- ttflirr. an Not. 3, 1010, made II.
Section SI. Twp. 0 S.. linnire 31 E . N. Al. P.
Merldinn, hns tiled notice of intention to above descrltiedi bofore Dan C. Snvnire. V.
S.
E. Ser. No. 023715, for F.U, Sec. M, Twp.
three-yeaproof, to establish claim to S. Commissioner, In his oRSO ft Kenna, N, Ranire 37 K. N, M. P, Meridian, has llled nomnke
M,
on Auirust 18, 1013.
the land nbdve described, before Will A.
Proof, to
tice of intention to make ihree-yen- r
Pil!lHe. l.Ti Pi Ciiriiriiiolbher. tn his oflce
Claimant names as witnesses:
t the hind ubove described,
estalllW
claim
!)
rlerj,
XHU.
nenr Redlnnd, N. M. on NKil
?ll!!im D. Smith. Oliver II- Morrisor. Louis before Will A, Palmer. IT.
Commissioner,
Twp. 6 S., Rnntre 37 I?., N. M. P. M. on Auir. N. Todd. Charics ft.
all of Elklns. N. M. in his ollice nenr Redland, N. M.nn NEU
30, 1013.
JlH-Al.- l
T. C, Tilloli';'!; I?Hister
N. M.
NEK. Sec. 10. Twp.fl S, Unnire 37"
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. M,on September 3, l'ii3.
Henry C. Itotcler. Joseph M. McOnha. these
Claiffiniit names at witness":
NOTICE FIHl
nLICATIim.
of AUIft N. "I.. John II. COrder. Jnmes B.
OSrl'H
Grovpr C. Grifllfti Thomas N. Hyid, these of
t'ollitls. ttie.ie'of RPdlnhlli If. Mi
DKprirtvrint of the Interior, II. S Rpdlnnd, N. M. Clifton C. Ashbrook. David H.
.MK A15
T; tVTibLOT.iN; Rctflstr
i
Land Office il tttCI.- June 17. 1913. lioteler, these of Allie, N M.
T-Register.
Notice is hereby iriven thiit iieeH A.- Cooke,
for
riihllcatlon.
Xotire
of Judson. N. M.i who, on Sept. 30. 1913. made
033.107
H. E. Ser. No. 030I9S, for f.'otsl and 2. NKV.;
NOTICE FOR I'llILICATIOX.
Department of the Interior, U. S. and EH SK'A, Sen. 30, Township 6 S.. Rnnire
P1W
31 10.; N. M, P. Merldinn, hns llled nol Ice of In
Lnnd Office nt Roswell, N. M. Jiind 2t), 1T13
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Proof, to estabNotice is hereby ttiven thnl James H. Collins, tention to nirtlia three-yea- r
nt Itoswell. N. M. July SI, 1013.
of tedltind, N. M. who, on Oct. 17. 1010, made lish claim to the land nlioTe described, be Lnnd OlTlce
Notice Is hereby ulvefn thst Wealthy AshH. E. Serial No. 023507, for SWM Section 13; fore Dun C. Savaue, IT. S. Commissioner, ii,
brook, of Allie. N. M. who, m Jan. 10, 1911,
NWm. Section SI, Township B 8.. Ranije 37 his offlce nt Kenna. N. V, on Aim. 4. 1913,
iiarte H. K. Ser. So. 03129-3- . lvr NUM. Sec. SH;
K., N. M P. Mml'llnn, hns tiled notice of inClaimant names as witnesses:
Section 37, Twp. 0 S. Jlnnpe S K..
jliouf, 10 ettnhllnh
Millnrd C. linker, Fred W. Davis, these ol W.i
tention to n.ake three-year- '
X M. P. Meridian, has tiled notlcP or intenclnlm to the lnnd above described, before Nobe, J. M. fjoulsG' Gross, of Thornham, N.
Proof, to oatablisli
tion to make ihree-yen- r
Will A. Palmer. U. S Commissioner, in his M. James W. Taylor, of Jtlflsop, N. M.
clnlm to the land above described, before Will
T. O. Tii.i.otson. IfcL'Ister.
office, near Redland. N. M. on NK!4 NH!4
in liisotller
A. Pnkner, IT. S. Commissioner,
See. lo. Twp, 8 S. Rnriirc 37 E. N. M. P. M. on
near Redlnnd, N. M.otiNRM NK'i, Hec. in.
Auuust 30, 1013.
Notice for rnhlicitfioii.
Twp.O S. II. 37 K. N. M. P. M. on Sepl 1, 19'3- -

rnr

Hl.

t.

8.

TlUAT.

V.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Si

IT. H. Commissioner,
nt Kenna. N. M. on Aiiif. IS. 1013.

F. 8.

l

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lnnd
Office nt Fort Sumner. N. M. July 5. !W3.
Notice Is horobr irlven tlitit Jason H. Gandy.
of tli'if-5-' P. M wlio, on Jan. 5. ml. made
ildltional II. K. N.J. t' irf.- f"' NE'-i- , Sec. 32,
K., N. if. !'. Mfildlnn.
Twp, 4 S., Hantro
has llled notice of intention to make Itnal
three year proof, to establish claim to the
lnnd above desclbed. before Dim C. Snvnire.
fj. S. Commissioner, in his Offlce at Kenna,
H
Mi on Rcpt. 1. 1013.
.ttfttriifttif, nnnie ns wftnesses:
Cooper. Harvey
F.dirar L. tirnl til. "M;ti
W. Fry. Hyron F. Kniirht. ail at KnMs, N. M.

0S4705

volt f t7nucATio?r.

Henry ('. Jim pier, Jospph M Mcflnlm, these
r.nnd Ofrlce at Roswell, N. M. June .". 1913.
of Allie, X. M. John It. CunVr, Out ire A.
Notice is hereby irlven thru Itei'thft It.
N. M,
these of
of Klklns. N. M. formerly Iierthn i.'order,
T
.lis All
Tiiiiif min, Kt'jrisier,
II. Steers, w idow of Melville M. KtCers, who
on Nov. ifi, IU07, trne'e II. K, No I3SIS. Serlnl
.0TM1C K) ITKUCATION.
No, 0;3377, fo- Sl''.!, Sec St. Twp Pi S. Ritnlrc
47. h
N. M. P. Keildinn, I ns llhd hotlc-of
Departmctt of the Interior, U. S
intention to multe HVe yenr Proof, lo estnhllsh claim to tile land above described, before Land offlce at Rosw ell. N. M , July H. UMIlr
.1. T. Cm roll, U.
Con tiilsslofct r, in his ofllce
Notice Is hereby iriVeu tbnt Monioe E.
nt Klklns, N. M. on Aimusl 4. IH1H.
of Uddlitiid, N': M. fflio, .in Oct. M. Inio
Claimant nniiifs as witnesses:
mada It. E Sp. No. f.'to::!!; for Lots
Chin lie K. Miller. Coliimlnis D. Cnv, JeSse Se !. 1: a.ul
H, Township 6 S.
.Mt.
C ave, (ieorm'
C. Ponper. all of Klliins, N. M. ttninie 37 K., N. M. P. ' Merldinn,
has iV.ec
'I At
T. C. Ttt.LoTsoN, RetiUter not Ice of In t en! Ion to inn're three year Proof
nliove di
lo establish claim to the'
XOTIClii von VI IM.ICATIOX.
scrllicd. betoic Will A. Palroi-r- . IT. H, Com- OlOKtl
missioner. in his olllce. near lleilland, N. M
Dorartment of the Interior, U. 8. on XK'i NK!i, Sec. m. T p 0 s. I.'nni;c ::7 K
niuid OITicc nt I'owell. N M. June $7, I'llS.
N. M. P. M. on AinriiM IS. I'.il3.
Notice is lierel y (.Ivcn Ihnt ili'.sepli A.
Clttimtint names us witnesses
of ICenna. N. iU. who. on Auu. 17. 1906.
Hlrnai S. Ilrown. Carl S. TuroiM-- . tinner C
m.ide H. K. No. h744, Sec. No. 0I0H I. for NKJ4 Grinin. John II, Cox. all of Itedlnml, N. M.
Seo. II. Twp. 6 S., Raniren? K. N. M. P.
,t(t-AT, l. TillotMin, Hcirlster,
tins tiled notice of intention t make
live-yea- r
Proofi to establish olaihi to the
Notice for ruliliciitloii.
lHnd above ddserlbedi before ban U. Snvnere
036.179
U. S. CUmltllssioher. In his olllce at Kenna.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
N. f. on Auirust 13. 1013.
Land Offlce at Roswell, N. M. July 7. 1H3.
Claimant names as witnesses:

C. Suvnue,

Willlnm E. Elder, David S. Hoteler, Joseph
M. McGaha, Maliry O. Dnnforth, all of Allie,
T. O. Tu.urrws,
S. M.

,

Edwin F. Oilman, Edirnr J. Strnwn, Joseph
W. Htillew. these of New Hope, N. M. Jnmes
W. Taylor of Jmlson, N. M.
II)
T, ('. Tit,trrm!i, Rnaller,

jfOTtri?

r?,

Claimant names ns witnesses:

Rculster.

UI

Mn-.-

NOTICE FOR l,llUl,C,ATIO!.

020.178

jjp8rimnt $i

lT.

fyi'inl o'lrlcc rtl Rrrsrtcll N. M. .'nlv.'l. 191.1.
nt Itoswell. N. M. Julv !!, loi:i.
N,iIi-is hi'fCby i.'iven Hail Cbfl in C.
Notice is hereby irlven Unit Jiiiiii s A. Steele,
M. Otrtirrtimi vt Nuncy
of Alllc',
of Elhitis, N. M. w ho, on May 'I, 1'Ki'l, Hindu
Insiine, w lid, nt Jmi. I91 lilt, miif
II. K. Ser. No. 0IHIW. for NWV. Sec. 3.1, Twp
7 H. Rtintre .'7 E. N M. P. Meridian, hns llled II. E. Serial No. 02)3 m, lor K"r SWH. I.M
notice of Intention to make tl ree year Proof SH'K Sec. 37, Township 6 8. Rnnire K7 1
establish clnlm to the lnnd above described N. M. P. Meridian, hns Hied notice of hMeTi-tlo- n
Proof, to estabfcri
to make three-yea- r
before J. fr. frw1. IT. S. Commissioner. In
his offlce nt Klklns. N. tl. rr Auirust SH 1013. clnlm to the lnnd nbote described, beforp
Will A. Palmer, IT. S. tVnumlssioheT. In hi
Claimant names as witnesses'.1
Ruby Fnlrcloth. Hnrry W. Faircloth, WillintJl offlce nenr Redland. N. M, m SK'I NKH,
K"
ft. M. V. M.
W. Proudlit, Oeorire C. Cooper, all of Elklns, Sec. lfl, Twp. 6 s., Ranire 37
on August S". 191?.
T. C. TILLOTSON,
N. M.

liciilnter.

Kotlre for Publication.

S.

Notice Is hereby ulven that Samuel ii.
Smllhee, of New Hope, N. M. who, on Oct.
SO, 1913, made H, E. Ser.
No. 030.179, for N
VM NWW, NW!i NW, NE! SE', See. S3.
Twp. 6 S.. Ranire 35 E., N. M. P. Meridian
NUTirE FOR PUBLICATION.
hns filed notice of intention to make three
012370
yenr Proof, to establish claim to the lnnd
Department of the Interior, U. S. aNive described, before C. E. Toombs. U. S.
Commissioner, in his olTlce at New Hope, N.
Land Oltlce at Itoswell. N. M. Julv 7, ion
M. on Auirust 10, 1013.
is
11.
hereby
Notice
W.
irlven
John
that
8 Ward,
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Route S, Hilda, N. M. One of the
E. Iltnvham. deceased, who.
heirs of
Edwin F. Oilman, of Nobe, N. M. Kdirar J.
on April 15, 1M7. made If. K. No. 11730. Serial Strnwn. Joseph W. Ilallew. these of New
fi No. 01S376. for SW'X, 8eo. H, TwpBS., Ranve Hope, N. M. James W. Taylor, of Judson N.
33 E.i N. M, P. Meridian, has tiled notice of inM.
T. C. Tll.l.oTsiiS.
K
tention lo make live year Proof, to establish
Kciristcr.
0 claim to the land nbnve described, before Dan
X

of tlie Inlrrlor.

f'.

f1.

ri

ri(i);i

of the

si.vm

Inton'o'.

of the

T.mitl onit--

.1 IK--

for l'liblicatloii.

N. M.

Department

T. C. TillotHori,

Oza P. Ilutler. James T. Ilutler, John W.
Pounds, John H. Lee, all of Kllda, N. M.
Jll-.T. C. Tili,ot.son. Retfister.

N. M.

-- NORTH

JvT-A-

013377

and we want to hear from ev
ery business man who wishes
that he knew BUSINESS LAW

!(,

Oeorffe A. Mnlone of Kenna, N M. John
Schlrok. Clyde II. Peters. Clarence W. Ixmg,
C. C. Henry,
nil of Olive, N. M.
l
Ren later.

Department

BE A LAW

A

1,

Notice for Pulillcatloa.

Is ambitious to

Offle

otAvtztlst

(Jmimunt names as witnesses:

!

enna,

t

m

Inll
Claimant names as witnesses:

Jl-A-

Dr.'H. L. Fiscus.
9kiiieta

.

OM75
IT:

Slronrt, of Olive, N. M. who on Mkv Sf, foo.
mnde ndditlonnl H E. No. 06475. for KVM.
See. 31. Twp. 4 S,. Ranire S(E N. M. P.
hits died notice cf Intention to mnl;e
three year Proof, to ostnlilili clnlm to the
land above described, before Dnn Ci HM'lWi
dftto ti ehH.
v.A. jddiHiuiMioiWf, in
M

Notice for I'uhllfiUloif.

'ln i

W, nrncken, James K. McCabe.
M. Mllle II. Cr.ver,
jheoe of ylley Vw,
KdvrardC. McUoUH; tliffc of tlo'ltt! i, !'1ldt(.
N. M.

0. Land
Department of the Interior,
Office at Port fhmnrl ft, M, litthe .
iyiiilce- lit nereby mrcn that Oolumhux O.

EXCURSIONS

NEW

B.

W.lllfrm

J1S-A1-

non-coa-

KENNA,

U.

ei

Notice for 1'iiMIrafIon.

wvmwmbmm

.

DcpRrltnent of tlio Intorlof,

Claimant names as witnesses:

F. lleemnn, Jtttnes I. Metis. Jolin W.
siitnii! cimri'-- s k. pfeitm) of hiehi'ihrJi K
T, ti. TiuAjTsoii,
f.
Silo

0

fUlii.--

IT.
21.

Claimant names as wltnessee:

!.r trm HavVitt Tttnna

I'n

Interim--

tt

CT3

19
it postpaid or.r

!Mit:hh OUrt

Ml.)?. N.

1 jtVjr.

tttiicrtlrito',our

rw:ll

Hit

1

nlid
t;rrtiir
fat U.o

V

",;;"; "'' r-- 'v""--

,

nt v in, l'M.
I.and (iHloc lit. Honk rid N. Ml.iiml Office hi Kosnelt. N M. June
NoiI,m; Ib 'nvo'y tflvrn lliiil llrnrv C. Mb.
Nolli'C Is hereby triven I'utt Mielmcl S. Wii'ls-burn- ,
ho, on Dec.
of Rlchlnrd, N. M. who. mi Deo ill, t'ouii.iif Vulluy Vli , N. M.
SI. I'll1', iiindo II. K. Sev. No. IUIIS9, for K
1912. lnlide II. K. Ser. Noi (HO'xi. fur E! Sec
I; Twp, 7
t . linmre a! r N. M.
ccl'in 3, Tn-ni'ili- i
K.i N. M. P,
t It'thfe ,
fnil- - of Ititcntlon to
hns llldt rtitice of intention to niniie tlireti i': MSrffiiltH.
n l.'fM'?
year Proof, to establish clnlm to the land mnhe th'4ee yenv Proof, to
above described. before ('. P TnnmK IT. to the lnni above described, before Dun C
Savnue. II. B. Commissioner, In his olllce nt
S. Commissioner, In his olllce Bt Richlnnd,
ICenna, N. M. on Atiirtist 1H. I'll.
N. M. on rtHB.n, 1013.

Ptf f:UMe. Pure
AT'tft&A Oua'sle4loriM

.

J

oim--

Department of the

',XVt'-'r- ;

vm rt!iiijrATi..

in his offlee

Claimant names as witnesses:

Notice for riililicatlon.
031301

Department of the Interior,
Land Offlce at Roswell, N. M. July 7.
Notice Is hereby irlven that Ely A.

U.

S.

James A. Morris, John H. Taylor, Jnmes II.
1113.
McArlhur, Calvin PnUn, all of Route 3,
,
T. C. Tillolson,
Klidn. N. M.
of Redland, N. M. who. on Jan. II, 1911,
Oil A8
lieuister.
mnde H. E. Serial No. 034363, for SH NKM.
NVi HKii. Sea. 30. Tjwnsnlp 8 H Uunue 37
otire for ritlillriitliin.
10.. N. M. I. Meridian, hns filed notice of
0J1738
Proof, to estabIntention to make three-yeaDepartment of the rntorlor. IT. S lish claim to the land above described, beLand OHloe at Roswell, N. M, July 14. 1013.
IT.
S. Commissioner. In
fore W'.ll A. Palmer,
Notice Is hereby given that Hymn F. KniKht his offlce near Redland, N. M. on NlC'i NK'4,
of Kenna, N M.. n ho, on Feb. 14, lino, made Sec. 10, Twp. 0 S.,
37 E.. N. M, P. M.
II. E. Serial No. 0S173.J. for KV!: 'i Si4. on Auuust 1.1, 11)13.
WH HK'i, See. 9. Twi. 6 S.. Ranife M K. N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. Meridian, hns tiled notice of intention lo
Jamis F. Keller, Thonuis J. Keller. Kohprt
Proof, to establish claim to D. Turner, these of Redliu d. N. M.. Joseph M
make three-yeu- r
the land above described, before Dim ('. Sav-- McOnha. of Allie. N. M.
T. C. Tillolson,
lie. U.S. Commissioner. In his oltlce nt Kenna
Itcfilster.
N. M., on Auuust 4, 1013
McCul-louirh-

.

r

Jll-A-

Claimant names as witnesses:
I.ein Cosby, Robert C. Cosby. Willie A . Fry,
John A. Klmmons. all of Kenna, N. M.
T. C. Tillolson, Keitlster.

Legal Blanks printed and for
sale by the Kenna Record.

tsjirs
Department of the Interior,
Offlce at Roswell, X. M. July

Claimant names as witnesses:
U.

S.

r. P'i3.

hereby irivei til;it WilUvn R.
Illnnnhnrd, of Jenkins, N, M, who, on May 11,
into, mnde II. E. Ser. No. teJITlt. for V, Sec.
Notice

Is

William K. Elder, David S. I'oteler. Josetih
n of Allip.
M. McGiiIiii, Mnbrv A. Dnrforth.
T. C. TILLOTBON.
X. M.

Reglnler.

1

II Twp. AS. linnire 31.

10. ,

N. M. P.

has llled notice of Intention to mnke three
Jenr I'roof, to establish claim to the land
hbove described, before Dan C. J'avnire, U.
S. Commissioner', In his olllce at Kennn, N.
M. on Sent. ?. I9i:

Claimant names

a s "witnesses!
Hnrnes, I rr.est
in ruth, Pen
John F. Diiciiett. all of Jenkins,
Ti Ui Tiu,oT.iN,

William T.
U'nr'rfTrli

N. M.
A

I

llc'Kter.

AM

NOTICE OF CON TEST.

A yoiin man who has never
dreamed of the time he will he
orator or a great singer
a
and will mvUe tin girls who
turned him dowm feel sorry,
has something radically wrong
with him and should see a doctor at once.
A

8.SH

"wet and dry" election was

Department of tho Isiicriir, l f pulled off at Dexter Tuesday the
Land Offlce at Roswell. N. M. July '!, PM.V
22iid nml resulted in a total vote
To Unrry C. DeV'ore of Klklns, X. M. i
M for prohibition and 31
of
ee:
Yon are hereby notilled thui Luther L. '"ooi against.
The wets clai n a tie
t

cr, whoifives Klklns N. M. ns his post o:Tlc,
111 for and 34 against as
address, did on June 7, 1"!3. Hie In this offlce vote
Ills duly corroborated application to contest three
votes were turned
and secure the cancellation of our home
contest.
out
under
stead entry Serial No. 0219.10. mnde March 7
1010. for SH, Sec. 19, Twp. 1 S., Unrpe 27 F.
A writ oe mandamus comN. M. P. Merldinn, and ns irrounds for
respondents to
manding
he allcires Hat Harry C. JleVore has
w holly abandoned snid trnct of hind, and bus
count the three votes when they
not resided upon or cultivated a.v pan
canvassed the returns or show
thereof for more than one years Inst pnst.
You are, therefore, further notilled that cause why they didn't do so on
the said allegations will be taken by thU Aug, 4th before the count.
The
office as havimjr been cor.iesspd by yau. and
your said entry will be canceled thcretindci writ was issued by order of
without your further liirlit to be heard thereJudge llidiardson.
in, either before litis olTlce or on appeal, If
you fail lo tile in this oil ice within twenty
days after the KOI'RTH publication of this
No panic will ever h caused
noilce. as shown below, your answer, under
by
failure of the postal bunk.
responding
spcclllcnlly
to
and
oath,
uieettnx
these allegations of contest, or if you full
within that vims to II o in this office due
A woman wa3 recently diproof that von have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant, eltlier in vorced in one of the divorce colperson or by registered mail. Ifihis service onies
12 o'clock and married
Is mnde by the delivery of a copy of your
1 o'clock.
Why
answer to the contestant in person, prool again before
of sucn service must be either the snid thedelav?
contestnnt's wiitten acknowledgment of his
receipt of the copy, showinir the date of
Your bottom dollar may be
its receipt, or the ulTldnvit of the person by
he foundation of a fortune.
whom the delivery was mnde stntiiiK when
and where the copy was delivered; If made
hv registered mull proof of such service
100 Reward, $100.
must consist of the ulfidiivit of the person
The rrtvlen of thU paper will be. pleased
by w hom the copy was mailed statit.ir when that there la at least one iimu.t-- cllaiue tl:tttoat
j
has b.t'a able to cunt m till nt Hixjvh. and that l
n nd the post office to which it was mailed,
Catarrh.
Httll'a CutfiiTii C't'Tu t the only pooiitva
and this affidavit must be ncconiiuiined by cure now known to tria irik-- i
alcrnliy, t'ttinrrU
a eonslitutioii.'U
niuirra a eoiiMitin- the postmaster's receipt for the letter.
tlonal treutmrnt. llull'ii t'.iUiirt Cure la takeii
You should state in your answ er the name
uctliii Ulrt'ctly ujhu
blool mid mut'im-tin
of the post ofllco to whii'h you desire future mti faces of tin ayMtom, thexo: y dKtnyin
f'tiinUnilon
of
tho
vln the ptttut
dlscx',
aud
notices to be sent to von.
by buihilng up the coxiftitutton and
prtiprh'tora Imv
,T. C. Tillolson, Register.
naluro In dolm Ita work.
so
faith In Its curative pc rra that tbfy olttt
Auir. I. I'M 3. Ouemuch
Date of first publication
Hundred iJollara ((.r any c: so that It If"- ta
Id)
"
" second
'
cure. Hcud for list of ttwt nun
Aim- 8. 1013.
Artdrttw K. J. CllKNLY dc Cuw oledo. O. '
'
"
" third
Auir. 1.1. 1013.
Hold by till Drugtrlnts, 7tc
"
" " fourth
'lake UiiU'i I'amtly Pills fr OMpatkw,
Ail. S3. ! 3.

"wet"

the

at

ai-.-i

rA'

-
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HAVE

DISTINCT

STYLE

HATS FOR FAIR MOTORIST APART
FROM OTHER MILLINERY.

Hennery's Love Token.
A young colored woman, tall and
Blender, was standing at the northeast

ADOPT THE MULTIPLE SKIRT
Prediction Made by Famous Costumer
as Far Back as Easter Has
Prevsd AeCuNrte.

corner

$oftnes Imperative,

Which Meant
Wire May be Used
Arrangement 6 the Veil It
Mattei" of Importance,

that Fiw

Styles for the motorist have become quite settled as to hat which,
to be within the mode, must be rather
small, fit well, with sufficient brim
to protect the eyes. They muBt be
soft; If of braid, a pliable variety Is
UBed.
In the majority of motor hats

Ihere are very few wires, In fact the
fewest number possible to hold the
ahape of the. hat.
It Is In the management of the veil
that the designers find exercise for
their variety of idea. They are using
hemstitched chiffon, either wire or
narrow, and in lengths varying from
1H to three yards. Nearly all these
Veils are attached to the hat at the
back or across the front or all around
by a band of trimming which is placed
where the brim and crown Join.
Small elastic cords are run in some
of the veils, gathering them loosely
about the neck. The veil is fastened
at the back with a hook and eye.
Longer veils are brought over the
face and about the neck and tied in
a loose knot. Wide veils, falling from
the brim of the hat, are split up from
the bottom to halt the width of the
veil. The split is finished with a
narrow hem. Each half of the veil
Is brought to the back of the neck,
where the ends cross and are brought
to the front and tied in a loose knot
either directly in front or to one side.
Vivid colors are in. great demand.
Bright red silk bonnets with royal

PRETTY HOT WEATHER FROCK
Cool and Serviceable Garment for
Child Would Look Well In Any

Summer Material.
The drawing shows a novel frock
for a child. It may be developed la
batiste or other
summer material
or would be charming In pongee or
other light weight
silk. A noticeable
feature
is the
sleeve with its

narrow Irish
all-ove-

An extreme-

ly broad broad girdle effect Is produced by the joining of two lengths
of embroidery Inby
sertion
the
lace. The scant
little bodice with its drop shoulder Is
allowed to blouse slightly over the
girdle. The skirt is plaited at the
sides.
.

FANCIES

WIA.PADFODI

prominently and should not be plastered to a smooth surface with morEvidence.
tar, neither should any broken edges
Tom I don't know whether she
be visible. A good workman, by the Bings or not.
proper use of cobble stones, as shown
Jack She doesn't. I've heard her.
in this design, can secure a very ornaPuck.
mental effect and one exactly In keepgeneral
atmosphere
of
ing with the
Horrible Possibility.
the rustic site on which the house Is
"Beauty is in the eye of the bebuilt
holder."
It often seems that the style or apFor the walls of this house either
"Even If the beholder squints T"
pearance of the houBS doesn't make so
s
or shingles may be used.
much difference as the Bite on which Shingles are always appropriate for
it Is built In every town and village
there are examples that prove this.
There are delightful little places set
back among shade trees and Cowers,
which give one a restful, home-lik- e
feeling Just by walking past; yet the
house Is really very plain and ordinary
In design.
Then for every one of this kind
-s
Mrs. Hamilton Telia How She
ItMt aaJ
there Is one of the other sort to keep
the balance, probably. Every town
Finally Found Health in
has them the house is large and
pompous, quite an architectural creaLydia E. Pinkham's Veg- !
tion In fact but it Is set down onto a
etable Compound.
small lot, crowded In, with all the
trees and shrubbery cut down to make
room for It. In spite of Its size and
8econd Floor Plan.
Warren. Ind. "I was bothered tercost a residence of this kind la very
ribly with female weakness. I had pain
far from attractive. The home build- the walls of a house of simple design, IUIPIIII"Www.--iI..j.hiiand was not regular,
er would not knowingly take such as especially la connection with cobble
my head ached all
a model; yet, many times he does be- stone work. There are various pleasthe time, I had bearmay
ways
shingles
ing
be
which
in
cause he does not understand the real
ing down pains and
elements of success In planning an at- laid to suit those who consider the
my back hurt me the
tractive home; and a barren uninvit- ordinary method of laying the shingles
biggest part of the)
In uniform rows, five Inches to the
ing place Is the result
time, I was dizzy
A
monotonous.
pleasing
weather,
too.
experienced
The
home builder will
and had weak feelshingles
Is
place
to
the
in
variation
always, if possible, select a rough and
ings when I would
wooded site; if it la slightly hilly so alternate rows of two and eight inches
stoop over, it hart
This requires no
much the better. The labor and ex- to the . weather.
me to walk any dis
pense. It is true, for grading and pre- more material or labor and gives- a
tance and I felt blue)
The
paring the site for the building, and very attractive appearance.
and discouraged.
for smoothing up the ground after- shingles on the roof, however, should
"I began taking Lydla E. Pinkham'a
wards are greater; but the satlsfac- - always be laid In the regular way.
Vegetable Compound and am now la
good health. If it had not been for
that medicine I would have been in my
grave a long time ago. "Mrs. Amis E.
II a MILTON, R.F.D. No, 6. Warren, Ind.

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE
OF
on all subjects pertaining-- to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of hts wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No.
178
West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111., and Only
stomp for reply.
enclose two-ceCOST

nt

clap-board-

BLUE AND

DISCOURAGED

.

Another Case.

FINDS
Girl

'

A

SCRAPBOOK

HANDY

Whose Entertainments Are
ways Looked Forward to With
Pleasure Tells Her Secret

Al-

A girl who Is quite noted among her
friends as a successful hostess says
It Is not Just chance, It's due to her
method. This is how she does it
'People sometimes wonder," she
writes, "why It la that the boys and
girls always like to have our club
meet at our house. We have such
good times, and I think it is because
we do not waste time sitting around
and wondering what form of amuse
ment we 'will have tonight This Is
the way I manage to have plenty of
suggestions for games and other sorts
of amusements on hand. In the news
papers there are always a lot of sug
gestions for games of all kinds 'and
articles telling how other people have
entertained In clever ways. I have
cut these articles out and pasted them
In an ordinary notebook, classifying
them as well rm I could, as to whether
they were games, guessing contests or
Just merely clever ways to entertain.
Then whenever the club comes to my
House I can turn to this book, and in
a few minutes get a suggestion for
that evening's entertainment and If
the game we start first does not seem
to go well, there Is very little trouble
to coneult the book again and find
something to take Its place."

"I write

to tell yoa

how much good your medicine has dona
me and to let other women know that

mm
I ;,;.:.:vi :'WfKf,J;:

OF FASHION

E.I.

Esmond,

5; :v:.i:!:iii :fyz.i!irvnl' t rJrfjZai

'

The newest bracelet Is the faceted
bangle bracelet. '
The new mohair dust coats have
raglan shoulders.
Separate vests or waistcoats to
coats are very popular.
Mandarin or set-isleeves are In as
great favor as ever.
Serge will come to the front for
practical street dresses.
Plaid silks are Increasing In favor,
especially clan colorings.
Poplins, both plain and figured, are
as much liked as ever. '
Summer hats are made of mallne,
chiffon, taffeta and lace.
A great many blouses of white
e
will be seen this fall.
Velvet and tulle trimmed hats are
being much worn In Paris.
In the dressiest suits the skirts are
the most elaborately draped.

r

i

w

'

iifjfi

i

i.

A&.

i

few

tion and success of the project is also
greater and the' attractiveness of the
place increases as the years go by,
while the extra labor at the beginning
Is very soon forgotten.
,
Almost any style of house harmonizes well with such surroundings and
Is improved in apper.rance by the natural beauties of the building Bite.
Some materials and some styles of domestic architecture seem especially
well suited, however, for such use.
The accompanying design is one of
these.
It Is planned something on the bungalow order, with prominent roof,
broad on the ground and not overly
New Tea 8ets.
One of the newest tea sets is made high.
A distinctive feature of this design
of heavy Imported cream porcelain
Is
the use of cobble stones In the large
combined with silver deposit hand engraved. The set consists of a tea
pot, a sugar bowl and cream dish. It
would be hard to imagine a more attractive wedding gift. The combination of cream porcelain and silver
tracery" Is indescribably dainty and
withal durable.
- IKS'
--TT
X
I
To Lace the Corset Cover.
Instead of using ribbons, get white
crochet cotton, crochet a string, and
run It through the top of the corset
cover. Finish each end with a little
th
rfiFtBis.
tassel of cotton, and you will have no
First Floor Plan.
trouble with broken strings. By crocheting a double thread you can run-i- t
chimney
and fire place. These could
through lingerie petticoats.
also be employed very effectively for
the foundation of the building.
Shepherd Plaid Skirt.
A cobble stone wall can be made
A fashion that Is having a great very attractive if the man laying It
vogue Is the skirt of shepherd plaid properly understands the work. In
with a separate coat of black satin, any kind of stone work the mason
rather fancifully made and finished must use his head as well as his
with the Inevitable ruffles of net or hands. The more variety of color,
shadow lace.
shape and size can be obtained the
more attractive appearance
will a
New Coat Sleeves.
cobble stone wall present. The stone
Sleeves of coats and gowns are should be i a '.her large and laid at ranslashed In the same manner as th' dom, not in rows, and should fit toskirts. The opening Is filled with a gether closely, so that few of the morlace ruffle or la outlined with fan a tar joints are more than one-hal- f
Inch
buttons..
thick. The stwas should stand out
mes-salin-

H

there is help for them. I suffered with
bearing down paina, headache, was irregular and felt blue and depressed all
the time. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
vegetable uompound and commenced to
gain in a short time and I am a well woman today. I am on my feet from early
morning until late at night running a
boarding house and do all my own work.
I hope that many suffering women will
try your medicino. It makes happier
wives and mothers. "Mrs. Anna Han
ben, Esmond, Rhode Island.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

n

blue veils, blue with emerald green,
white with green, etc., are everywhere,
and tans are always stylish, and the
taupe bonnet with veil to match continues In favor. But the furore for
strong colorings which has marked
this season has extended to motor
headwear. It Is very pretty and inspiriting to see these gay bonnets
where motorists assemble.

Illinois

-

crochet Insertion.
The pointed yoke
r
emis of
broidery outlined
by the Irish cro-

chet

and

stopped and addressed her.
"My, my, 'Liza, who done black yo
poo' eye
"Who done black my eye?" said tha
tall, slim one. "Ton" want to know
who done black my eye? My Hennery done black my eye, dat's who!"
"I wouldn't let any man black my
eye," said one of the acquaintances.
"Ah, yo don know my Hennery.
t)Is black eye Jes' shows how he
loves me, an' dat's dn kinder man I
likes." Indianapolis News.

Away

back at Easter time M.
Jacques Worth confided to American
women his conviction that the three-tiere- d
skirt would be popular this
season. M. Worth was quite right
And now, not content with three tiers,
or flounces, or whatever you want to,
call them, we are going to hare four,
or five, or even more. A recent French
creation, for example, has no less
than nine of these "tiers." The costume is In white moussellne, and the
Various "stories" of the Skirt are
finely plaltetd and finished with a
plcot edge.
The top one is the deepest extending from the waistline to below the
hips. The next one Is about six
Inches deep, and the successive ones
grow narrower and narrower, until
the ninth and last, which measures
only two Inches in depth. The skirt
is lifted In front under a great dark
blue velvet rose at the waistline.
This makes it draw In around the
heels at the back and "hike" up In
front to show the whole Instep.
The waist has a flat fichu edged
with two plaitlngs, and a double row
of these plaitlngs extends from the
front under the arms to simulate a
bolero. The sleeves are short and finished with a plaiting of the mousse
line. This costume is described, with
italics, as very much in the present
vegue.

of Washington

street when two women acquaintances

A glance at the floor plans will show
a very convenient and comfortable arrangement of space In this house.
Nine times In ten when the liver la
There is a large central hair, with a
living room occupying the entire right the stomach and bowels are right
space at the left, while the dining CARTER'S LITTLE
S.
room with the kitchen back, of It Is LIVER PILLS
at the right On the secdnd floor sentlvbutflrmlv com-j-.
r
t"
li.ADTFD
there are three bedrooms and a bath pel a lazy liver to t

ri

?

room, also four clothes closets.
It Is a design and arrangement that
would be hard to Improve upon for
any one desiring a comfortable residence of artistic appearance. The cost
Is estimated at $4,000 Including a good
grade of plumbing and lighting and
first class basement heating plant

Captain Jinks Vindicated.
Great thing, this research fad, Isn't
it? Nothing seems to escape being
researched these days, and bo we're
learning a lot of things all over again,
some of them from new angles, says
the Detroit Free Press. Recent research work in London, for Instance)
proves that somewhat, somehow Important old song, "Captain Jinks oi
the Horse Marines," Is not wholly fiction nor founded on some poet's fiery
Imagination or banquet for there actually existed in London, In 1802, a
y
known as "The Royal
Mounted Marines," which served in
the Napoleonic wars. This discovery
gives' standing and respectability to
some extent to' the old song, now seldom heard In even the most extraordinarily convivial gatherings or dispersals. It also proves to us what can
be done In the way of research work
when the master engine mind is set
at work. Almost it persuades us to
do a little personal research work on
the origin of "Banbury Cross" or
some other aged ditty, doesn't it?
corps-officiall-

8eeklng Light.
Ikey Fader, vat Is dis socialism?
Fader It's robbery, dot's vot it Is
robbery I
lkey Is It vere a man's greditors
vanU him to divide cult dem? Puck.
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Wichita Directory
SOVEREiGNSALVE
A most wonderful heal for
PILES, ECZEMA snd SKIN ERUPTIONS
Tor tale br your dregglsior mailed to yoa oa
receipt of 16 cents la svaaips. Address
SOVEREIGN MFG. COMPANY, Wichita, Kaa,
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Certain

Specific Requirements
Must Be Observed.

During Growing Period Animal R
qulrca .Mora Protein and Lesa
Carbohydrates Value of Balanced Ration Explained.
(By DR. W. E. TATLOR, In Dry Farming.)

To profitably feed live stock certain
specind requirements must be observed. Animal growth ts based upon
science no less exacting than the laws
In chemistry.
Any radical deviation
In either case will defeat the object
we are attempting to attain. In chemistry we know that by combining two
volumes of hydrogen with one of oxygen, we obtain water, and no other
combination of those two elements
will make that valuable substance.
Animal growth is made by combining carbohydrates and protein. If the
proportions are out of balance the
growth is Impaired, but if the proportions are In accordance with the laws
of growth, the best possible results
will be obtained. Carbohydrates provide energy, heat and fat Protein
makes the growth'. If, however, one
substance Is given and the other is absent In the.feed, the animal will perish. During the growing period the
animal naturally requires more protein and less carbohydrates, and during the fattening .period more of the
carbohydrates should be given, When
the animal is growing, It should have
one part of protein to four and one-haor five parts of carbohydrates,
and when fat Is desired, the .ratio
should be widened to one part protein
to five and
f
or six parts of
carbohydrates.
Feeds which contain only a fair
amount of protein, but are rich is car-- ,
bohydrates, are corn, corn and cob
meal, hominy feed, oats, barley meal,
iBmmer meal, rye meal, rice meal,
kaflr mllo dried beet pulp, timothy
hay, redtop hay, Bermuda hay, Johnson grass hay, sorghum fodder, kaflr
fodder, Hungarian grass, millet hay,
mllo fodder, corn fodder, corn silage,
roots.
Feeds containing a fair quantity of
carbohydrates,
but rich In protein,
are gluten meal, gluten feed, field pea
meal, cow pea meal, soybean meal. Unseed meal, cottonseed' meal, soyban
cake meal, dried brewers' grains, dried
wheat bran, wheat middlings, rye bran,
rye middlings, alfalfa hay, clover hay,
cowpea hay, vetch hay, soybean hay,
velvet bean hay, beggar weed hay.
To Illustrate the value of a balanced
ration, or having the right amount of
protein and carbohydrates I will cite
the following experiments which are
In keeping with many other tests
along the same lines:
In a test where pigs were fed a ration of three pounds of corn they made
a gain of 46 pounds in 80 days.
Another lot were given 2M pounds
of corn together with one pound of
soybean meal and made a gain of 101
pounds during the same period.
In other experiments where pigs
were given a quarter ration of corn
and a soybean pasture they made four
times greater gain than when given a
full ration of corn alone.
The following results were obtained
from both a balanced and an unbalanced ration In feeding steers:
Four steers were fed 104 days on
corn and timothy hay and made a
gain of 260 pounds. Another bunch
of four steers were fed corn and cow-- "
pea hay for the same period and made
a gain of 624 pounds. In another test
four steers were fed 80 days on corn
and timothy hay and made a gain of
318 pounds.
If an animal Is given any of the concentrates rich in protein and all of
the roughages (which are classed as
carbohydrates) that they will eat, or
Vice versa, the ration will be fairly
well balanced.
lf
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Apt to Land a Fortune.
Alexander Graham Bell, one of the
pioneers of fljlng, said recently in
Washington that he was surprised to
see aeronautics still at a stage where
the aviator has to risk his life in every flight he makes.
"We have not advanced as I expected." continued
Mr. Bell. "Indeed, Mrs. Blank's reply to her friend,
made ten years ago, la still timely.
" 'So your husband Is working on a
flying machine?' asked Mrs. Blank's
friend. 'Don't you think he Is wasting his time?'
" 'Oh, I don't know," Mrs. Blank replied. 'He's got his life well insured.' "

THE RIGHT SOAP FOR BABY'S
SKIN

Fountains
or Carbon
ated in Bottles.

Atlanta, Ca,

TO TEST
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SEALS
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Sparkling with life delightfully cooling
supremely rholesome.
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to the treat of treats
always welcomed, by all,
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Sheep on Wheat Farm.
"I regard a flock of eheep as the
cheapest, best and most efficient agricultural Implement a man can have
bn his farm. It works Itself and pays
the farmer for allowing It to work. It
cleans up the fallow and weeds and
fertilises the land at the rate of about
three pounds of liquid and solid manure per day, adding the essential humus to the soil, and, In combination
with a proper system of crop rotation,
worked out lands
will bring
to a high state of fertility." H. V.
Epiigg, South Australian Agricultural
Bureau.

Treat Them

Looks That Way.
Church They tell me that New
Red Cross and Association for Study York uses $70,000 worth of postagi
stamps every day.
and Prevention of Tuberculosis
Gotham Well, evidently all thf
Already Planning Campaign.
New York husbands don't forget to
Orders for printing 100,000,000 Red mail their wives' letters.
Cross Christmas seals for use during
No Need to Travel.
the holiday season this year have alSummer Boarder Don't you ever
ready been placed and preparations
for the sale are well under way, ac- come to see the sights of the city?
Farmer Medders Oh, no; we see
cording to an announcement
made
every summer.
'em
New
campaign
headfrom the
York
quarters.
Over 40,000,000 or $400,000 forth of
seals, were sold in 1912, a gain of
nearly 25 per cent over the previous
year. Because of the deep Interest In
movement for
the
which the seals are sold, the American Red Cross and the National Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis who conduct the
just because your Stomsnle, hope to reach the 60.000,000
ach has "gone back" on
mark this year, uettlng $300,000 for
the prevention of consumption.
you. There's a splendid

TO

YOUR APPLICATION

Hugo

Be

it Grouchy"

chance for it to "come
back" with the aid of

Loyal to His "Granny."
The grandfather of a boy of six or
seven years is a man of a great deal
of prominence in the world of letters

HOSTETTER'S

Munsterberg Gives a Simple
and affairs. A lady calling at the
Way to Conduct Really Interesthome of this gentleman was being ening Experiment.
tertained for a few minutes by the
STOMACH BITTERS
Have your friends the ability to little grandson and the caller said:
very
proud
"You
ought to. be
of
hold their attention, or does it become
It soothes and tones the
You know that he
quickly fatigued?
A simple experi- your grandfather.
tired nerves, promotes
ment will show you, writes Hugo is a great man."
"Huh!" snid the boy. "If you think
Munsterberg in the Youth's Companbowel regularity, aids diion. Give each person a column from that my grandfather is a great man
grandmy
you
just ought to know
gestion and will help you
a newspaper, and have each one cross
out wltv, a pencil every letter A and mother!" Woman's Home Companback to health. Try
every taller R. Keep an eye on your ion.
watch, and when half a minute has
passed, say "Now," as a signal for
Lost Opportunity.
each experimenter to make a mark at
"It's a great pity," said the conthe word that he has just reached. victed burglar to his counsel, ""that DAISY FLY KILLER
iSTiX Keisma. orA, jsmy,mm
ftios.
Keep this up for five minutes, and you couldn't have made that closing
then count how many A's and how speech of yours at the opening of
Mftd. of
many R's each one marked in the first the case."
can't pi or tl p
Wv' iuioi.
in
not
will
over,
toll or
pV'lj
how many In the fifth,
see
have
how that would
"I don't
Injur anything.
.r'? (uaratitved
and how many in 'he tenth, and see Improved matters." said the advoffvetlv.
All dolor ortient
how many each person overlooked In cate.
rags-i- s
express aid fur II.M.
ri ktTYMli
each
"It would, though," explained his K A J. OLD SOHKES, 1M D.k Avt,, Broeklya, M. T.
Some persons will do well at the be- client; "then the Jury would have
ginning, but will soon become Inatten- been asleep when the evidence came
PARKER'S
s
HAIR BALSAM
on and I'd have stood some chance."
tive. In the last four
preparation of merits
toilet
4
they will mark few letters, and overHelp to eradicate dandruff.
or
r
Color and
Kestorinc
look many. Others will do better in
Caused a Spark.
eauty to Gray or Fad ad Hair.
the Becond and third
ow. ana f l.ooat Drcmrista.
than
"Your eyes are so bright you look
in the first, and their attention will be like you had been sparking."
sharper at the end than at the beginW. N. U., WICHITA, NO.
"Well, I did meet an old flame."
ning.

it
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In the care of baby's skin and hair,
Cutlcura Soap is the mother's favorite.
Not only Is It unrivaled In
purity and refreshing fragrance, but
Its gentle emollient properties
are

usually sufficient to allay' minor Irritations, remove redness, roughness
and chafing, soothe sensitive conditions, and promote skin and hair
health generally. Assisted by Cutlcura Ointment, It is most valuable in
the treatment of eczemas, rashes and
Itching, burning infantile eruptions.
Cutlcura Soap wears to a wafer, often
outlasting several cakes of ordinary
soap and making Its use most economical.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept."L, Boston." Adv.
Discovered.
I. it tie Johnny, who is of an inquiring turn, was having a quiet talk
with his mother. Johnny wanted to
know why Mr. Juggins married Mrs
Juggins. His mother wasn't able to
Johnny thought a
tell very clearly.
while and then asked:
"Mother, why did you marry my
dad?"
"Johnny, I married your father because he saved me from drowning,"
replied his mother.
"I'll bet that's why pop's always
tellin' me not to go in swimmin',"
said Johnny.

Not on the Map.
Joan Is a conscientious little girl of
eight. During a recent school study period her teacher noticed her studying
a large atlas with a most puzzled expression. After a few moments she
asked the child what she sought.
"Why," was the child's naively Innocent answer, "Miss Kane said we
"were to find all the places spoken of
In the history lesson on the map, and
it says that Columbus was at the
Point of Starvation and I can't find
it anywhere at all!"
Taken by Surprise.
"Oh, mamma, what do you think?"
"
"Why, what do you mean,
Tom-mie?-

"Uncle gave me a penny today.
"And what did you say, my son?"
"Why, I was so much surprised I
couldn't say anything!"

half-minut-

half-minut-

mi

half-minut- e
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Under a Different Court.
"Judge Livingston Howland, who
was judge of the Marlon common
YEA"R3 AGO almost every mother thought her child murt htm
pleas (succeeding Solomon Blair, pro
or laudanum to make it sleep. These drugs will produce
FORTY
moted to the Superiorcourt in 1870),
and a FEW DROPS TOO MAN t will produce the SLEEP
and who succeeded me as judge of the
FROM WHICH THERE IS NO WAKING.
Many are the children who
Seventh circuit after the election of
have been killed or whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, lauda1872, was listening to the argument
num and morphine, each of which is a liarcotio product of opium. Druggists
K. Perrln, when he Interare prohibited from selling either of the narcotics named to children at all, or
to anybody without labelling them " poison." The delinition of "narcotic"
rupted the attorney, saying:
'Mr.
is : "A medicine which relieves pain and produces sleep, but whu-.- in poison'
Perrln, you have repeated that stateout doses produces stupor, coma, convulsions and death." The taste and
ment of the law now three times. It
smell of medicines containing opium are disguised, and sold under the names
you have any other point to discuss
of " Drops," " Cordials," Soothing Syrups," etc. You should not permit any
I will hear it but no more of that, if
medicine to be given to your children without you or your physician, know
you please.'
vi wnai ib is composed.
vAoiuniA Livedo jmji
CONTAIN NARCOTICS, If it bears the signature
"To which Mr. Perrln replied:
Chas.
of
II. Fletcher.
'Why, if it pleases the court, I have
Genuine Castoria always bears the signature of
repeated the Lord's prayer, I suppose,
a thousand times, and the 'Lord has EE
:.IL1MIBIH
never rebuked me.'
" 'Ah, yes,' responded
the Judge,
Sherlockette.
Kindness Appreciated.
'God is said to be long suffering and
"My wife kisses me evenings when
The other day I was In a drug
kind ancTlnay have suffered your vain store, when a woman came in and I get home late."
repetitions, but I am not God; no, handed the druggist a little package,
"Affection?"
not by a long sight' " Case and Com- and said:
"No; Investigation."
ment
"Ever so much obliged to you for
measuring off those doses of mediVirtue of Dlsingenuousness.
cine and putting them in these little
In a school I once attended
the things."
most popular girl was the most tactful
The Antiseptic powder shaken into
The druggist looked surprised, wonthe shoes The Standard atem-cd- y
one. As far as I know only one girl dering when he had ever measured
lor the leet for quarter
century 3G.UU0 testimonials. Sold
disliked her. That girl was spiteful, the medicine. On opening the pack2Sc.
everywhere.
Sample FREE.
Mark
Trade
cross and therefore not very well age she had given him, he found it
Address. Alien S. Olmsted. I.e Rov. N Y.
liked. Do you know what she used contained empty capsules. Exchange. The Maui who put the E E a la FEET.
to call our idol? A hypocrite The
word bothered me not a little, but she
answered me In her thoughtful little
way:
"Well, I guess that maybe Betty is
and
a hypocrite, if being a hypocrite
means saying little kind things based
on small pretexts and leaving unsaid
the unkind things no matter how good
a reason there is for saying them;
but she's a mighty comfortable person to have around. I wish that the
world was full of such hypocrites'."
Plump and nut-lik- e
in flavor, thoroughly cooked with
Christian Herald.

Don't Poison Baby.
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Pork
eans

Delicious - Nutritious

When He Needs Rest.
Deteriorating Effect
Bill A park bench which can only
"I suppose the young men do not
dropped
be used when a coin is
in a regard Miss Barrowcliff as so handslot Is a California man's Invention.
some now that her father has lost his
Jill An additional reason for the money."
hobo having to beg.
"Well, they don't think she has iuch
a fine figure as ehe once had."
Mr. Window's aootnlnf Byrvp for Chlldrsa
iMitttDfr, wfimi the
reduaas Inflinaf
8elflsh View.
Uoa,aUaja pa4n,earw wind eolle Jtu bottle?.
She Look at that poor moth flutMental Subtlety.
tering around the light
On the steamer in mldocean First
He That's better than having it
Second O. C Yes. You? The Jes- fluttering around my overcoat Puck.

choice pork. Prepared the Libby way, nothing' can be more
appetizing and satisfying, nor of greater food value, rut
up with or without tomato sauce. An excellent dish
served either hot or cold.
Insist on Libby' m

Libby, M?Neill & Libby
Chicago

Chisel From a File.
Take a piece of gas pipe a trine ter.
It Makes a Difference.
smaller than the shoulder of a file
f
Inch larger than the hanThe love of money proves that the
"What do you think of slit skirts?"
and
"On my wife or on yours?"
dle Slip over handle and plug up world is full of rooter
lower end with dough, then pour in
u"im
giMMawuMjaaw
"JKMl
J)
molten babbitt metal till full. Bevel
you
grindstone,
on
a
have
and
the file
a good chisel that will hold the
edge.
one-hal-
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East to Take the Fried-manTreatment Funeral Wae
Held at Brookline, Mas.

IN BRIEF

Cooley, former associate Justice of the
New Mexico Supreme Court, and previous to that time a United States
civil service commissioner and assistant attorney general of the United
States, died at his summer residence
at TopBfleld, Mass., according to advices received here. Tuberculosis,
from which Judge Cooley had been a
sufferer for five years, was the causa
of death. A widow, and son aged
weven years, survive. The funeral was
held at Brookline.
Judge Coolsy, who had lived hero
since 1911, when he resigned from the
New Mexico bench because of impaired health, went to New York in
May last, making the trip as the guest
of Larat Anderson, former United
States ambassador to Japan, in Mr.
Anderson's private car. His trip east
was for the purpose of taking the
Frledmann treatment for tuberculosis.
Judge Cooley was treated by the Berlin scientist, and for a time his condition showed gratifying improvement,
tut several weeks ago he suffered a
relapse, it is said, and failed steadily
until death came.
At the time of his death, Judge
Cooley was a member of the board of
regents of the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque. It was in 1909
that he was appointed to the New
Mexico supreme bench, being named
by President Roosevelt to succeed
Judge Edward A. Mann of Alamogor-do- .
After serving two years on the
liench, he resigned because of falling
health and came here to live.
The deceased was born in Westchester, N. Y., April 9, 1873, and graduated from Harvard and the Columbia
Law school. He was admitted to the
New York bar in 1898. He was married to Susan Dexter at Boston lu
1904. He served as an inspector of
common schools In New York from
189G to 1898, and was a member of the
New York Assembly from 1900 to
1901. He waB clerk of the surrogate
county. New
court of Westchester
York, from 1901 to 1903; United
States civil service commissioner from
1903 to 190C, and assistant attorney
general of the United States from
190C to 1909.
In the latter year he
was appointed a justice of the New
Mexico Supreme Court.

Weetem Newspaper Union News Service.
DATKS FOR COMING BVKMTS.

Giants, in talking on the subject of
base running, "will never win a tloee
game for you. As far as results are
concerned the ball might just as well
beat him to first by thirty feet as by
three. Real speed on a team consists
of just that extra half step."
It is probable other managers realize this fact as well as McQrftw. It
seems strange, therefore, that spring
training does not Include expert
coaching in the art of sprinting. There
are few ball players who in the hands
of Mike Murphy would not learn to
run much faster than they do.
Few of the men have any Idea of the
scientlflo principles of sprinting. Any
one who has watched ball players
closely and noticed the manner Of
running and the length of their stride
will realize they do not run with the
same power and efficiency as the
e
trained
man. In the
first place many ofthem, while they
move their feet and legs fast, take a
short stride and run with an up and
down motion. They also waste time
by throwing the foot far out behind
them. Then, too many of them turn
their toes out.
Any trainer will tell you that a man
Is capable of taking' only a limited
number of strides in a specified time.
Tbe object is, therefore, to carry him
over every Inch of ground possible at
each stride and to do it with the least
waste effort. Barney Wefers is said
to have taken a nine-foo- t
stride. Many
ball players with limbs just as long
do not stride over five feet It seems
reasonable to suppose that a really
good coach by teaching players quick
starting and the proper method of
sprinting could give many of them
that extra step or half step which in a
ball game often measures the distance between victory and defeat'

Chautauqua Meeting at
Mountainalr. Thirty-fourth
Sept.
San Juan
County Animal Fair at Farminnton.
Sept.
San Juan County Fair at
Altec.
Oct.
State Fair at Albuquerque.
October. 1'uinpkln 1'le Day at Max
12--

9.

well.

A car of bear grass was shipped
from San Jon.
There Is to be no county fair at So
corro this year.
Elida, Chaves county, has voted to
etaln the saloon.
Juan Baca, of Wagon Mound, was
killed in a runaway accident.
A carload of Hereford bulls was re
ceived at Tucumcarl from Missouri.
The Quay County Fair Association
has organized under the law of 1913.
The county of Guadalupe voted for
a county high school by a majority

J

'V)7

short-distanc-

of 350.

Lordsburg, Grant county, is worried
over the presence of the Colorado potato bug.
Clovis is to have a $G0,000 hospital
erected by officials of the Santa Fe
railroad system.
A farm seven miles from Demlng, it
is expected, will output 150 sacks of
otatoes per acre.
S. L. Fisher of El Porvenir killed
a silvertip bear In Blue Canyon, twenty miles north of Las Vegas.
They have a lady game warden In
he Springer section of the state. Miss
Blanche Clouthier is her name.
The County Commissioners of Quay
county at their last meeting paid out
?2G0 in bounties on wild animals.
The sixth annual assembly of the
Mountainalr Chautauqua Association
will be held August 12 to 21 at Las
Vegas.
Manuel Romero, one of the honor
convicts who escaped from the road
camp at Lamy, was captured at
Springer.
The month of June averaged consid
erably below the normal in temperature and far above the normal in
precipitation.
A certificate of incorporation has
been filed with the state corporation
commission at Santa F6 for the San
Miguel Fair Association.
The bridge across the San Juan
river at Shiprock seems assured, now
that $16,500 has been appropriated for
that purpose by the government
Plainview, Tex., parties are trying
to secure 150,000 acres somewhere be
Road Tax Case Decided.
Albuqeurque. The decision of the tween Estancla and Santa F6, which
Supreme Court made in the case of will be stocked with cattle and horses.
A forest fire broke out thirty miles
the state of New Mexico vs. Byorta
and Buehl, and involving the legality west of Magdalena, and burned over
of the road tax assessed against res! four hundred acres of timber before it
dents of Albuquerque, in favor of was extinguished by forest rangers.
About 350,000 ties, driven down the
roads In the county districts, sustains
the contention made on behalf of the streams from the Santa Babara comsyndicate of railroad men who em' pany's forests in the northern part of
ployed attorneys to test the law and the state, are now at Albuquerque.
holds that the tax was illegal and
A Navajo lad while attending sheep
could not be collected under the law for Romaldo Vigil, near Cuba, Sandoas it then stood.
val county, was attacked by a hungry
coyote, and Jla left foot badly chewed.
State leauei New Series of Bonds.
Word was received In Las Vegas to
Santa F6. As provided for In the the effect that Louis Marcus, formern
constitution, the state treasurer and ly a resident of that city and
all over the state, died at his
the state auditor have Issued $448
458.37 in Series B bonds, and this home in Denver.
amount of the outstanding bonds of
Max Stelnhart, who has been a resi
Santa F6 county have been redeemed dent of Santa F6 for the past two
and the new Series B bonds issued months, and who was employed as
therefor.
clerk, attempted to commit suicide in
his room at a Santa F6 hotel.
Kidnapped His Son.
Women may vote at any election in
Albuquerque. Walter Graham was which the schools are concerned acarrested on a warrant charging him cording to an opinion rendered by the
with kidnaping his son, Harry, twelve attorney general regarding a bond is
years old. The warrant was Issued at sue election for a school building at
the request of Mrs. Lucy Graham.
Clovis.
C. T. Brown, secretary and treas
Cousin of Andres Calles Killed.
Santa F6, N. M. Julian Calles, a urer of the board of trustees of the
first cousin of Andre3 Calles, the lifo New Mexico School of Mines, received
prisoner In the New Mexico peniten official notice from Secretary of State
tlary, who was brought back to this Lucero that F. A. Jones had resigned
city from Arizona, was instantly killed his position as a member of the board
at Silver City, according to a report of regents and that Governor McDon
received by the mounted police. Ac aid had appointed J. E. Smith to fill
cording to the story at Silver City Ju- the vacancy.
was shot
lian Calles, aged twenty-two- ,
Julio Martinez, a member of a carand almost Instantly killed near his
company's band, was arrested
rival
home about three blocks east of the
Armory on Broadway. Pablo Ybarra at Albuquerque by the police on a fu
a youth of about seventeen years, is gitive warrant. He was held until of
charged with the shooting, and the fleers arrived from. Santa Fe where
weapon used was a
Winchester tbe police have been Informed he is
rifle. There were probably a dozen charged with a ' statutory offense
eye witnesses to the crime. Including against Paulina Archuleta, thirteen
the boy's mother, his wife and two years old.
children, and other members of hi
As a 'result of a spree In a high
family.
speed automobile on a trip from Clovis to Herford, Tex., Henry Cooksle. a
Will Speak at Tucumcarl.
Tucumcari. Governor W. C. McDon single man aged forty-fivand John
aid and Superintendent of Public In Hughes, married, aged twenty-eight- ,
struction Alvan N. White have both were Instantly killed by the overturnaccepted Invitations to speak at the ing of their car about seven miles east
Com
of Texlco, and the driver Pete Skid-morconvention of the
who It is claimed, was also
merclal Clubs of Eastern New Mexico,
and northwestern Texas, commencing drinking some, was severely bruised,
though not badly Injured.
August 4th,
well-know-
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Western Newspaper Union News Service,
Silver City, N. M. Judge Alford W.
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"A man that is continually losing
the decision by half a step," said John
J. McGraw, manager of the champion
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Most of Them Would Benefit Greatly
by Instruction In Scientific Principles of Sprinting.

NEW MEXICO

PROMINENT NEW MEXICAN JURIST SUCCUMBS TO PLAGUE.
Hud Gone

PLAYERS

EXCELLENT WAY TO PITCH TO SLUGGERS

JUDGE A.WJDOOLEY DIES
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THE BOSTON TEAM

Purdue Has Been First Class
Pitcher for Last Two Years and
With a Losing Club.

Hub

Ira Thomas, Veteran Catcher of Athletics.
The question often arises among fans and players as to what ball
should be pitched to heavy sluggers. Have they, every one questions, a
"hole" where It is impossible for them to hit, or would it be better for the pitcher to stick them over and trust to luck to have them hit
the ball at some of the fielders.
Ira Thomas, the veteran catcher of the Philadelphia Athletics, probably
gives the best answer.
"I think the best thing to do," says Thomas, "Is to let them hit, taking
care, however, that the ball be thrown across their shoulders where they
can't get the benefit of a powerful shoulder swing.
"It probably has been shown, through years of big league batting, that
these heavy hitters crack everything, low or high, wide or on the Inside. The records show them to hit far above .800 each year. Such statistics show, of themselves, that these hitters can't be fooled consistently. The
best pitchers In the league have tried It and have failed."

No baseball club is so weak that it
does not boast of at least one star,
and the lowly Boston Doves is no exception to the rule. The Boston team
has three players who would strengthen any team in either major league
Second Baseman Sweeney and Pitch.
ers Tyler and Purdue. "Hub" Purdue

tie
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CAREER OF CLAUDE R0SSMAN with the Naps was traded to Detroit.
He was with Detroit two years, and
Former Detroit First 8ackr New then was traded to the St Louis
Browns. He refused to report, and
Playing In the Outfield With
was out of the game during 1909. The
Minneapolis Team.
next season he signed with ColumClaude Rossman, the former Detroit bus, Later he was released to MinTiger, playing with the Minneapolis neapolis, where he changed his positeam, was born In Columbia county, tion to the outfield. Rossman rankNew York, June 18, 1881. Rossman ed fourth in the American association
has the unique distinction of having In batting last season.
been a member of seven pennant-winninteams. The list of championship outfits consists of Holyoke

the
of
DIAMOND

AOTrS

Earl Moore is the widest crossfire
pitcher In either league.

(

Ed Klnetchy of the Cardinals Is after his 1912 record, In long hitting.

Hub Purdue.

pitcher for the
has been a
last two years, even with. .a losing team
behind blm, and be started In again
Jake Daubert's heavy stick work this year by blanking the champion
is helping the Dodgers win many New York Giants In the opening game
games.
in New York city, allowing McQraw's
men but two hits In nine innings.
Bobby Wallace is doing service for
the eighteenth year In the big
Takes Addle Joss' Plaoe.
leagues.
Fred Falkenberg, who looks like the
Frank Chanoe does not believe In late Addle Joss and pitches like him,
waiting long for a man to regain his too, has taken the place In the hearts
of the Cleveland fans once held by
batting eye.
Joss. While Joss was alive many
'
'
v;
Pittsburgh's ray of comfort Is that fans aimed their visits to ball games
Kommers, the Komtng Kid, was once to strike those days when Addle was
slated to pitch," and now many who
rejected by McGraw.
can't attend regularly pick the days
Stufry Mclnnes is said to play when Falky Is due to work for the
closer to second base than any oth- Naps. For Falky is Cleveland's most
consistent winner, just as Joas was
er first baseman in the business.
the Naps' beet heaver.
Ivy Wlngo, the Cardinal's catcher, is
Wagner Can Be Crossed.
accused by Charley Dooln of possess
K
I
In the 17 years that Honus Wag- ing even redder hair than he (Dooln)
ner has been in the game, Larry
tosses.
Claude Roesmon.
Chenev of the Cubs is the only
(103). Des Moines (1905), Detroit
Tbe early starting hour for ball er.ever heard to declare that
(1907-S)- ,
Minneapolis
He games has taken a pretty firm hold has a weakness at tbe plate, Larry
tegan his career at Holyoke in 1903, on tbe minors as well as tbe major claims Hans can be crossed when
ind the next spring was tried out by leaguers.
there are two strikes on him.
Cleveland, but returned to Holyoke
ind finished the season of 1904 there.
Bill Carrlngton and Billy Sullivan
Champion Base Stealer.
The following season he was with can do more aulet and effective kid
Clyde Milan, the Washington outDes Moines. ' Rossman returned
to ding of batsmen than almost anyone fielder, is leading both leagues U
Cleveland in 1906, and titer a season else in baseball.
base stealing
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